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I. Introduction
1.

Document Purpose

The “Turnkey” user’s manual (referred to as the “Manual” hereafter) is
designed to allow users to be familiar with the use of the E-Invoice
Transmission Program (referred to as “Turnkey” hereafter) through the
descriptions of how to install and operate the program.
2.

Program features

The system is designed to enable the staff of business entities and
E-Invoice value-added third party(referred to as “the value-added third party”
hereafter) to receive, send, cancel and write off uniform invoices and for the
allowance of cancellation and write-off of uniform invoices with relevant
applications, and to allow the receiver of a uniform invoice to acknowledge
the receiving by sending a reply back. The system homepage, as shown
below, contains 4 groups of functions, “receive/send files”, “system
management”, “transaction log inquiries” and “tools.”

3.

Relevant documents

◼ PostgreSQL database installation manual (M016-SIM-TNK-PSQL)
◼ Turnkey setting descriptions(M016-TNK-OSD)
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Environmental requirements

◼ Windows or LINUX:
◆ RAM: 4GB or more
◆ HD: 80GB or more of available space (including space for
operations)
◆ CPU: Dual-core or better
◆ LINUX: Ubuntu 10.4 or higher, Redhat ES 5.4 or higher,
XWindows installed, support for 32-(PFX only) and 64-bit OS
◆ WINDOWS:Win10, WIN2012 Server or higher, support for 32- and
64-bit OS
◼ Database:
◆ PostgreSQL 8.0.x or higher
◆ Oracle 10 or higher
◆ MySQL 5, MSSQL Server2012
◆ Turnkey internal file system (external database not required)
◆ Turnkey has to be established at a separate database if PostgreSQL
is used.
◼ Open JDK
◆ OpenJDK8

Fiscal Information Agency
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II. Installation and Setup
1. Setting up database
The Turnkey can be run on an external relational database or its own
internal file system to keep a track on program messages and abnormal
events. If an external database is chosen, the database has to be installed and
the data tables required by Turnkey established before the Turnkey is
installed. The schema required for data table establishment can be
downloaded along with the Turnkey installer.
The internal file system may serve as the database if no external
relational database is assigned, and is available for use as soon as the
Turnkey is installed, eliminating the installation and setup of the external
relational database. The database of SERVER BASE is recommended.
The use of internal file system eliminates the additional database
management. However, the integration of Turnkey’s functions is required if
there are other applications used internally by the user. Or, this way of use is
not suitable if the settings and records of Turnkey have to be accessed
through the database.
An external relational database is recommended for large quantity of
uniform invoices. For the selection and sizing of the database required,
please read “IX.5 Q&A for Turnkey uses” in the Manual.
2. Installation and update processes
JRE will not be attached to Turnkey software after version 2.0.0, JDK
or OpenJDK must be downloaded by user. Before installation please check
that JRE has been installed. If not, please refer to JRE installation
instructions on E-Platform.
(1)

Installing in a Windows environment

The following screen will show up when the Turnkey installer is executed.
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Click>Yes

License Agreement >Click Next
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Set directory > Click Next (D drive or other drivers than C is
suggested in order to store more data )

Click > Install
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Executing

Click “Finish” to complete installation. Move downloaded JRE to
Turnkey file directory. Use AdoptOpen JDK as example, copy jre folder
from installed AdoptOpen directory and paste to Turnkey file directory.
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After JRE folder copied to Turnkey file directory:
⚫ First time for Turnkey installation: Execute Turnkey software,
environment setting box shows up to enter the connection information
of the database (internal file system, or select another DB and enter the
account name and password) and the working directory of Turnkey, and
click on 【OK】.
Fiscal Information Agency
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⚫ For manually upgrade and keep old Turnkey settings, please refer to
“IX. Appendices 8. Manually Upgrade”.

⚫
If the user wishes to modify the environmental settings after the
Turnkey is installed, go to Start>Programs>E-Invoice customer end
connection program>environmental settings to open the setting page.
Note: if the connection information is not set properly for the
database, or the database is not activated, it is not possible to open the
Turnkey.
Once installed, go to Start>Programs>E-Invoice customer end
connection program>E-Invoice connection program>to see the following
page.
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Updating Turnkey in a Windows environment

The Turnkey will check automatically for any updates when
restarted. If an update exists, the update mechanism will be activated to
download the new patch and start updating. The process and pages are
described as follows:
The system prompts "Download update file message” when the
Turnkey is started.

Click “Yes” to start downloading the update file. This may take a
few minutes.
As the file is downloaded, a dialogue box pops up indicating
Fiscal Information Agency
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“Confirm to update.” Click “Yes” to go to the Turnkey update page.

At the Turnkey update page, enter the location where the Turnkey is
installed in “Destination directory.” The update will not start if the
location entered is incorrect, and the link in Start > Programs will be
overwritten to the wrong location.

Note: make sure the destination directory entered in the red
Fiscal Information Agency
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rectangle shown above is correct.

Click “Yes” in the update done page.

The system will reboot automatically after updating. Log in and
check that the version is updated at the top of the Turnkey.

(3)

Installing Turnkey in a Linux environment

The internal file system may serve as the Turnkey database or an external
relational database. Establish the datasheets according to the database schema
under the "DBSchema" directory in the zipped file of installer. The acceptable
database programs are listed in the "DBSchema" directory.
First unzip the Turnkey zip file (EINVTurnkeyX.X.X-linux.zip) to the directory
where it is to be installed (unzip EINVTurnkeyX.X.X-linux.zip -d $user
directory).
Change the authorization for runFirst.sct and einvTurnkey.sct to executable
(chmod a+x runFirst.sct einvTurnkey.sct).
Fiscal Information Agency
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Run ./runFirst.sct for environment settings.
Run ./einvTurnkey.sct to start Turnkey.
Attention is required for the following when installing Turnkey in
Linux:
✓ The Turnkey supports only Ubuntu 10.4or higher, Redhat ES
5.4 or higher, and 32- and 64-bit versions.
✓ Xwindow and Chinese font suite are required to display Chinese
characters correctly.
✓ Check that OpenJDK is ver. 8.
✓ Run Script at the Turnkey installation directory. Do not put it in
the profile path or the proam will not run.
(4)

Updating Turnkey in a Linux environment
(1) The Turnkey will check for any updates every time it is started,
and starts the downloading if there is.
(2) The update file is downloaded to the EINVUPGRADE(this is
the directory for downloading update files and contains only the
latest update patches downloaded) in the TURNKEY
installation directory ($TURNKYE_HOME).Once downloaded,
the file is unzipped automatically. The update file does not
contain user profile and, therefore, will not overwrite the profile.
(3) The Turnkey program will reboot automatically after updating.

(5)

Start Turnkey

１. Start the Turnkey GUI
A desktop icon of the “E-Invoice customer end connection
program” is provided on the desktop once the Turnkey is installed in
Windows. Or, there is a link to start the program by going to “Start>
Programs> E-Invoice customer end connection program. Click on the
icon or the link to start the Turnkey homepage; the corresponding
start program scripts are located in the Turnkey installation directory,
as shown below:
✓ EINVTurnkey.bat: to run Turnkey.
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✓ EINVTurnkeyConfig.bat: to run the environment setup
✓ EINVTurnkeyUpgrade.bat: to run the update program
✓ setenv.bat: to define environment parameters
Start the script required to run Turnkey in Linux, as described
below:
✓ einvTurnkey.sct: to run Turnkey
✓ runFirst.sct: to run the environment setup
✓ runUpgrade.sct: to run the update program
✓ setenv: to define environment parameters

２. Run Turnkey scheduling directly
In addition to running Turnkey from the homepage, it is possible
to run the program by entering commands on the command line to
run directly the established invoice upload and download schedules.
Before running the Turnkey this way, all the settings of the
Turnkey GUI have to be established. Exit the Turnkey after
confirming that invoices can be uploaded and downloaded correctly
and run any of the execution scripts in the Turnkey installation
directory on the commend line. The scripts are explained as follows:
Windows:
✓ StartBatchEINVTurnkey.bat: to start the background batch of
Turnkey
✓ StopBatchEINVTurnkey.bat: to stop the background batch of
Turnkey

Linux:
✓ StartBatchEINVTurnkey.sct: to start the background batch of
Turnkey
✓ StopBatchEINVTurnkey.sct: to stop the background batch of
Turnkey
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Advanced environment settings

A more secure way of settings is provided in the “Environment
settings” page for password protection, as described below.
１. Database password encryption
This function encrypts the database passwords when the
information of Turnkey environment settings is saved. If an external
database is selected for the Turnkey and it is shared with other
system, it is recommended to activate this function to prevent
unauthorized access to the database passwords by other Turnkey host
users.

２. Activate the use password
This function provides the highest level of security. When this is
activated, all the confidential information related to Turnkey settings,
such as database passwords, certificate passwords and transmission
passwords, are encoded and stored with the activation password
defined by the user, and this activation password does not exist in
any file or database. No one can use Turnkey or access the original
Fiscal Information Agency
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confidential information by cracking the coding principles except the
user who defined the password.
Click “Use the activation password” in the “Environment
settings” page and the following dialogue box will show up
requesting the activation password.

Enter the activation password provided previously by the user in
the activation password box after confirming the warning message.
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To change the activation password later, go to “Environment
settings > Use activation password” and click “Change activation
password.”
Once the activation password is activated, the user will be asked
to enter this password before being allowed to access any Turnkey
page or run any patch program. This function cannot be cancelled
once it is activated. The user has to reset the activation password if
he forgets, and redefine the database passwords, certificate
passwords and transmission passwords. Therefore, the user is
strongly advised not to forget this activation password.
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III. Overall Turnkey Operation Processes and Description
1. Overall Turnkey operation processes and description
The Turnkey is a program tool with which to upload uniform invoices.
The integration of this program with the internal system of business entity
is required. Generally, a company will have to have a uniform invoice
upload system to the integrated with the Turnkey, and this system is
responsible for processing the errors made by the Turnkey during the
invoice uploading. There are two types of error the Turnkey can make
while uploading invoices, the Turnkey end errors and the grand platform
end errors, as described below:
(1). The key point of a Turnkey end error is whether the format of
invoice and allowance form meets the MIG requirements.
(2). The errors replied by ProcessResult are the grand platform end
errors. The key is whether the uploading sequence follows the invoice
lifecycle.
The overall Turnkey operation processes and description are provided
as follows:
1. A business entity should pay attention to the following when
generating a uniform invoice:
1-1 A check on the invoice fields shall be established when an
invoice is established. A fool-proof mechanism is required to meet the MIG
requirements and reduce the Turnkey end errors to zero.
1-2 The establishment of an invoice requires a mechanism to
prevent repeated invoices and alphabetic letters misuse.
1-3 Two things about the common carrier require user’s attention:
1-3-1 Cell phone barcode carrier category:3J0002; hidden code
for cell phone barcode carrier: the cell phone barcode always starts
with a slash “/” and the alphabets are always in capital case.
1-3-2 Citizen digital certificate barcode carrier category:
CQ0001; the hidden code for the Citizen digital certificate barcode
carrier always starts with two alphabets.
2. A list comparison mechanism is required to prevent missed uploads:
A comparison of the numbers of invoices generated and received between
the invoice uploading system and the invoice generation system at the
business entity end shall be established to prevent invoices not uploaded.
3. Business entity invoice uploading system: a mechanism shall be
Fiscal Information Agency
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established to check the MIG fields to prevent the failure of fool-proof
mechanism due to accidental modification when the business entity
attempts to correct a problem in the invoice system. The notification
mechanism shall be triggered immediately upon the failure of MIG field
check here, allowing the modification of business invoice generation
system and reducing the Turnkey end errors due to the negligence during
the adding and deleting operations at the invoice generation system.
4. How to upload invoices using the business entity invoice uploading
system:
4-1. Generate an E-Invoice file in the MIG format.
4-2.The invoice shall be transmitted according to the invoice
lifecycle, which will be explained later.
5. Turnkey conversion and verification:
5-1. Verification: data is verified according to MIG rules. Data with
Turnkey end errors will not be transmitted to the grand platform.
5-2. Conversion: multiple invoice files are converted into a single
packet and the UUID is assigned to allow ProcessResult to know the
processing result of which packet to respond to after the processing at
the grand platform is finished.
6. Turnkey encapsulation:
6-1. The SIG information is added to determine the route through
which to send an invoice.
6-2. Invoice signing and coding are performed.
7. Turnkey upload: the invoice is uploaded to FTP server, the Web
Service is called to transfer to Queue for subsequent processing.
8. The grand platform captures jobs from the Queue and throws them to
ProcessResult after they are processed.
9. Turnkey downloads processing results: the ProcessResult replied by
The Platform is downloaded.
10. Turnkey processes the grand platform processing results: use UUID
to write back the ProcessResult result and update the database status.
11. The business entity invoice uploading system deals with two types
of Turnkey errors: a processing mechanism is required for the Turnkey end
errors or those responded by the ProcessResult at the grand platform.
The structure of the overall Turnkey operation processes and
description is provided below.
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Turnkey operation progress and description
Turnkey

6. Packing
(1) SIG info is added to determine the route through
which invoices are sent.
(2) Invoices are given signatures and coded.

4-1 E-Invoice files are
issued in MIG format.
4-2 The invoice lifecycle
shall be followed for
invoice transmission.

5. Conversion and validation
(1) Validation: it is the Turnkey end error if data fail
the validation according to the MIG rules. These data
will not be sent to the grand platform.
(2) Conversion: multiple invoice files are converted
into one single file. This single file is then packed and
given a UUID so that the ProcessResult knows which
packet is to reply when the file is processed at the
Platform.

3. A mechanism to check MIG
fields shall be established to
prevent failure of fool-proof
mechanism due to the
modification of invoice issuing
system functions.

Business entity’s
invoice uploading
system

7. Upload: Invoices are
uploaded and Web Service
is called to put the invoices
on queue for later
processing.

10. Platform processing
result: the results in
ProcessResult are written
back using the UUID to
update the database.

Business entity’s
invoice issuing system

E-Invoice
Platform

11. A mechanism shall be developed
to deal with Turnkey end errors and
those in the ProcessResult replies
from the Platform.

2. A list comparison mechanism shall
be developed to prevent missed
uploads.

1-1
The invoice field
check shall be established when
issuing invoices. A fool-proof
mechanism shall be established
to meet MIG requirements.

9. Download process
result: ProcessResult is
downloaded from the
Platform.

1-2 A mechanism shall be
established to prevent
repeated invoices and
misused alphabetic
letterswhen issuing invoices.
1-3 Notes for common
carriers

8. The Platform captures
jobs in the queue for
processing and replies
with ProcessResult after
processing.

Notes:
(1) The key to Turnkey end errors is whether the field
format of invoices and allowance forms issues meets MIG
requirements.
(2) The errors of ProcessResult replies are errors at the
Platform end. The key is whether the uploading sequence
follows the invoice lifecycle.

2. Invoice lifecycle for B2B exchange invoices
The invoice lifecycle for B2B exchange invoices is described as follows:
1. States ①~⑥ have to be aligned from the smallest to the largest.①③⑤
are not confirmed and become ②④⑥ respectively after confirmation;
only ③→④ is allowed and ②→④ is not. As such, only ⑤→⑥ is
allowed and ④→⑥ is not. ①②can transform to ③⑤, but ⑤ cannot
transform back to ②.
2.③ is cancelled by the vendor, and ⑤ by buyer (invoice returned but not
confirmed). Whichever cancels the invoice, only one confirmation is
required. Therefore, ③→⑤ is not allowed, which is an exception.
3.The allowance states ①~④ have to be aligned from the smallest to the
largest. ①③ are not confirmed and become ②④, respectively after
confirmation; only ③→④ is allowed and ②→④ is not, neither is ①→
④.
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B2B exchange invoice lifecycle

Allowance cancellation
not confirmed

Allowance not
confirmed

Issuing not
confirmed

Cancellation not
confirmed

Rejection not
confirmed

Allowance cancellation
confirmed

Allowance
confirmed

Issuing
confirmed

Cancellation
confirmed

Rejection
confirmed

Notes
1.States ①~⑥have to be aligned from the smallest to the largest.①③⑤are not confirmed and become②④⑥,
respectively after confirmation; only ③→④is allowed and ②→④is not. As such, only ⑤→⑥is allowed and ④
→⑥is not. ①②can transform to ③⑤, but ⑤cannot transform back to ②.
2.③is cancelled by the vendor, and ⑤by buyer (invoice returned but not confirmed). Whichever cancels the
invoice, only one confirmation is required. Therefore, ③→⑤is not allowed, which is an exception.
3.The allowance states ①~④have to be aligned from the smallest to the largest. ①③are not confirmed and
become②④, respectively after confirmation; only ③→④is allowed and ②→④is not, neither is ①→④.
Rejection: cancellation initiated by buyer

3. Invoice lifecycle for B2B certificate invoices
The invoice lifecycle for B2Bcertificate invoices is described as follows:
1. States ②④⑥ have to be aligned from the smallest to the largest. ② is
an invoice issued by the vendor; ④ is cancelled by the vendor and ⑥ is
cancelled by the buyer (returned invoice). Only the cancellation by vendor
or buyer is required. States ②④⑥ can change to ⑦ directly. Once
changed into ⑦, states ②④⑥ can change from the smallest to the
largest.
2.Allowance states ②④ have to change from the smaller to the larger. ②
is allowance made by the vendor, and ④ is the cancelled allowance by
vendor. States ②④ can change directly into ⑦. Once changed into⑦,
states ②④ can change from the smaller to the larger.
3.⑦ cancelled allowance (web) or written-off invoice (web) is provided
only for system anomalies. This is an exception and used only when
necessary.
4. “Exchange” is required before B2B certificate invoices. There are
systematic and unsystematic exchanges.
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B2B certificate invoice lifecycle

Issue
allowance

Cancellation
not issued

Issue invoice

Write off
allowance

Write off
invoice
Cancel
allowance

Notes

Cancel invoice

Rejection not
issued

Reject invoice

1. States ②④⑥have to be aligned from the smallest to the largest. ②is an invoice issued by the vendor; ④is cancelled
by the vendor and ⑥ is cancelled by the buyer(returned invoice). Only the cancellation by vendor or buyer is required.
States ②④⑥can change to ⑦directly. Once changed into ⑦,states ②④⑥can change from the smallest to the largest.
2.Allowance states ②④have to change from the smaller to the larger. ②is allowance made by the vendor, and ④is the
cancelled allowance by vendor. States ②④can change directly into ⑦. Once changed into⑦,states ②④can change from
the smaller to the larger.
3.⑦cancelled allowance (web) or written-off invoice (web) is provided only for system anomalies. This is an exception and
used only when necessary.
4.“Exchange” is required before B2B certificate invoices. There are systematic and unsystematic exchanges.
Rejection: cancellation initiated by buyer

4. Invoice lifecycle for B2C certificate invoices (存證發票)
The invoice lifecycle for B2Ccertificate invoices is described as follows:
1. States ②④ have to be ②→④; ② is an invoice issued by
vendor, and ④ is cancellation by vendor; states ② ④ can
change directly to ⑦. Once changed to ⑦, states ②④ can
change from the smaller to the larger.
2. Allowance states ②④ have to be ②→④; ② is an allowance
issued and ④ cancels that allowance.
3. ⑦ written-off invoice (C0701) is provided only for system
anomalies. This is an exception and used only when necessary.
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B2C certificate invoice lifecycle

Cancel invoice

Issue
allowance

Issue invoice

Cancellation
not issued
Cancel
allowance

Notes

Write off
invoice

1. States ②④have to be ②→④;②is an invoice issued by vendor, and ④is cancellation by vendor; states
②④can change directly to ⑦.Once changed to ⑦,states ②④can change from the smaller to the larger.
2. Allowance states ②④have to be ②→④;②is to issue an allowance and ④cancels that allowance.
3.⑦written-off invoice (C0701) is provided only for system anomalies. This is an exception and used only
when necessary.
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IV. Turnkey connection test
1. Description of connection test
(1)

Turnkey installer and associated documents

The Turnkey installer and associated documents are located at the
E-Invoice Platform of Ministry of Finance (https://www.einvoice.nat.gov.tw).
Log in the grand platform. Select business entity in Navigation. Click on
[Turnkey] in the Quick Access to start downloading.
(2)

Connection test IPs and host name

The connection IPs and host names for the center end of the E-Invoice
Platform (referred to as “the center end” hereafter) are listed below. To use the
Turkey for connection, select the execution environment in the Turnkey system
environment settings based on the purpose (connection test or official uploading)
in order to prevent test data or official data uploaded to the wrong platform.
E-Invoice Platform
SFTP
Host
Name
IP
Port
Web
Host
Service
Name
IP
Port
Turnkey
IP
Download Port

(3)

Official environment
Test environment
sftp.einvoice.nat.gov.tw tsftp.einvoice.nat.gov.tw
117.56.24.204
2222
gw.einvoice.nat.gov.tw

117.56.24.214
2222
tgw.einvoice.nat.gov.tw

117.56.24.201
443(https)
117.56.24.205
80

117.56.24.211
443(https)

Connection test certificate and account name and password
for transmission

To connect to the platform, the client end IP is required to open the
firewall at the center end. In addition, the certificate of business entity or the
Center as well as the account name and password for access to the center end
are required before uploading invoices through the Turnkey.
Detailed descriptions and notes are provided below:
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1. Connection test certificate: either the software or card certificate of
the business entity will do. This certificate is used for signature for
packet transmission rather than signature for individual invoices.
2. Account name and password for connection test: this account name
and corresponding password are used for accessing the E-Invoice
Platform. The default account name is the company’s tax ID
number. For multiple account names, they are distinguished by
serial number. The password is generated randomly. The business
entity may consult with the customer service of the platform
through the customer service lines.
Business entities that are new to the Turnkey transmission are required
to fill out the “E-Invoice service application” and submit the application
with the required documents according to the instructions on the
application form before the account name and password are granted for the
test and official environments.
2. Preparation for connection test
(1)

Install Turnkey database and establish data tables

If an external relational database is used, this database shall be installed
before the installation of Turnkey.
For the installation of PostgreSQL database, please refer to the
“instructions for PostgreSQL database installation for Generation 2
E-Invoice.”
(2)

Install Turnkey and set up the environment

Refer to “II. Installation and setup” of this Manual.
3. Turnkey execution
When the Turnkey is started, it automatically checks for any updates and
connection to database.
(1)

Database check

Upon starting, the Turnkey connects to the Turnkey database at the local end. An
error message will be generated if connection fails. For example, for Oracle
database connection failure, the error message may look like this:
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When this happens, the user may want to check that the database is
activated correctly, and then log in the database connection program with the
database account name and password used for Turnkey installation to check
that the data table schema is established. If the local end database checks out,
the user may go to Start > Programs > E-Invoice client end connection
program >Environment settings in Windows to redefine the database
connection information, before rebooting Turnkey.
(2)

Automatic update check

The automatic update check mechanism will connect to the center end
automatically with the transmission account name and password, and check
that the Turnkey version is current. For connection failure, a message will be
generated, but the Turnkey can still be started.

(3)

Turnkey UI login account name and password

A default Turnkey account name and corresponding password will be
provided when installing the Turnkey data table schema. The account
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name/password is ADMIN/ADMIN. After logging in the Turnkey, the
account names and passwords for administrators and users can be developed
through System management > User function management.
This account name is used to log in the Turnkey homepage and for
Turnkey function authorization control. Please note that this is different from
the transmission account name in the Turnkey in terms of both meaning and
function. Do not confuse one with the other.
4. Turnkey settings
As entering the Turnkey homepage, the first thing is to define the connection
parameters and file locations, as described below.
(1)

System management> System environment settings

When entering the Turnkey homepage for the first time, the first thing
to do is to set up the system execution environment and define that the
Turnkey is connected to test or official environment. The setup dialogue box
is shown below:

(2)

System management > Transmission account name
management

The transmission account name and password are provided to allow the
Turnkey connection center end to authenticate the user. Once a user is given
an account name and corresponding password for Turnkey transmission
according to III.1 Connection test description, the given account name and
password have to be defined using this function before the services provided
at the center end become available.
Refer to “V.8 Transmission account name management” in this Manual
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for function descriptions and screens in detail.
(3)

System management > Certificate management

Before using Turnkey for data transmission, Turnkey will add a
signature to the data using the certificate of the business entity or the
value-added third party. Therefore, the information of certificate and its
password have to be defined in the Turnkey first.
The Turnkey accepts software or card certificate. The certificate has to
be registered in the E-Invoice Platform before it can be used. For a card
certificate, only one piece of certificate data can be defined, and the card has
to remain in the card reader while the certificate is being registered and
scheduling data is being uploaded; or, there will be errors when adding
signatures.
Refer to “V.7 Certificate management” in this Manual for function
descriptions and screens in detail.
(4)

Tools > Search for routing codes

For every business entity and value-adding center working with
E-Invoice certificate or exchange, there is one or multiple corresponding
codes in the E-Invoice Platform, and this code is called the route code. The
relationship between the tax ID number of the one uploading data through
Turnkey and this routing code (sender management) allows the platform to
identify which business entity or value-adding center is the source of
transmission when receiving a data. The relationship between the tax ID
number of the receiver and this routing code (receiver management) allows
the platform to know the system of which business entity or value-adding
center to forward the data received when receiving data from B2B exchange.
Refer to “V.17 Search for routing code” of this Manual for function
descriptions and screens in detail.
(5)

System management > Sender management

When transmitting the data from a business entity (tax ID number), this
function identifies which transmission account name to use for uploading,
which certificate for the signature of this data, and which value-adding
center or business entity is the receiver.
Refer to “V.9 Sender management” of this Manual for function
descriptions and screens in detail.
(6)

System management > Receiver management

For B2B data exchange, this function identifies through which
value-adding center or business entity the data receiver receives the data.
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Refer to “V.10 Receiver management” of this Manual for function
descriptions and screens in detail.
(7)

File transmission/receiving >Directory settings

The directory settings consist of:
⚫ File transmission/receiving >B2B certificate directory settings
⚫ File transmission/receiving >B2B exchange directory settings
⚫ File transmission/receiving >B2C certificate directory settings
⚫ File transmission/receiving >download process directory settings
The file sending/receiving allows for the settings of the directories
where data to be uploaded to the center end and those downloaded from the
center end are saved and processed, as well as the data formats used for data
transmission and receiving.
Refer to “V.2 B2B certificate directory settings”,“V.3 B2B exchange
directory settings”,“V.4 B2C certificate directory settings” and relevant
directory settings of this Manual for function descriptions and screens in
detail.
5. E-Invoice file transmission
The MIG data in a compliant format is saved in the directories of B2B
certificate, B2B exchange, and B2C certificate once the Turnkey is set up, and it
is possible to test that the invoice data are successfully transmitted by using
【Upload now】 and 【Download now】in File transmission/receiving >
Scheduling settings. It is also possible to view the results of data transmission
and receiving by going to Transaction message logs> View Message logs.
Refer to “V.1 Scheduling settings” and “V.14 View message logs” for
function descriptions and screens in detail.
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Screen Operations

1. Scheduling settings
(1) Function descriptions
Path: File transmission/receiving > Scheduling settings
The “scheduling settings” allow users to define the time or interval of
transmitting and receiving invoice data. Basic information such as
“certificate management”, “account management” and “sender
management”, “certificate and exchange directories”, and “download
process directories”, have to be defined before this function is available. See
the following sections for how to define the information. This section
explains only the page used for this function.

(2) Operation:
◼ Open the setting page: 【File transmission/receiving】→【Scheduling
settings】.
◼ 【Message monitoring file】allows users to define the name and file
where the implementation records in the 【Scheduling settings】are
saved.
◼ To define 【Tasks to be performed】 and 【Activate?】,for the tasks,
there are individual and overall tasks. Once defined, click on 【Add】to
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add a new task. Tasks cannot be added repeatedly. It is also possible to
【Edit】or 【Delete】a task in Step 6.
Select a task to perform:
◆ 【U: Upload conversion】: by appointing the source message
version and message format (XML/FlatFile), the Turnkey will help
convert the message to the version and format that make the
message appropriate to upload to the E-Invoice Platform.
◆ 【U: Upload pack】: The result of 【U: Upload conversion】is turned
into an invoice packet and signature is provided for the message.
◆ 【U: Transmit file】: The result of 【U:Upload pack】is transmitted
to the E-Invoice Platform.
◆ 【D: Receive file】: A message is received from the E-Invoice
Platform.
◆ 【D: Download unpack】: The message received using 【D: receive
file】is processed.
◆ 【D: Download conversion】: The result of 【D: Download unpack】
is converted into the target message version and format appointed as
to allow the user for subsequent processing.
Overall task:
◆ 【 A: Invoice upload 】 : to make the tasks of 【 U: Upload
conversion】, 【U:Upload pack】and 【U: Transmit file】into a
bundle.
◆ 【A: Invoice download】: to make the tasks of 【D: Receive file】
【D: Download unpack】and 【D: Download conversion】into a
bundle.
Other tasks:
◆ 【O: File clearing】: when this task is activated, the upload and
download histories and messages will be cleared up to the day set as
the “days of retention” in the “System environment settings.”
Once a task is selected, it has to be scheduled. Either 【Time】or
【Interval】can be selected. If Time is selected, there are 10 activation
times available currently.
If 【Interval】is selected, it means how often to perform the task once. It
is possible to perform the task at a specific time period, or select 【All】
to perform continuously. If the activation time is later than the
deactivation time, it means overnight.
Either 【Interval】or 【Time】can work with 【Day of Week】. The
task will not be performed if 【Interval】is selected, it is overnight and
the day of week is not defined.
The list of defined tasks and the implementation of overall program are
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shown as the bottom of the page.
◼ The function buttons are described below:
◆ 【Save】is used to save the settings of【Automatic execution when
system is started】and 【Message monitoring filename】.
◆ 【Activate】is used to activate the Turnkey schedule to process
messages. This page has to stay open while the tasks are being
performed.
◆ 【Stop】is used to stop the Turnkey schedule.
◆ 【Exit】turns the page off.
◆ 【Upload immediately】uploads invoices and data immediately for
only once.
◆ 【 Download immediately 】 downloads invoices and data
immediately for only once.
The LOG provides the status of system schedules and operations in real
time and what tasks are being performed.
Note:
◼ When the scheduling settings are activated, the card reader and the card
have to be ready to start the program if the certificate settings contain
the registration card certificate.

2.

B2B certificate directory settings

(1) Function descriptions
Path: File transmission / receiving> B2B certificate directory settings
This function provides the information required for scheduling for【B2B
certificate directory settings 】 and contains directories for 【 Upload
conversion】,【Upload pack】and 【Transmit file】.Refer to “VI.2 Turnkey
working directory descriptions” of this Manual for what each of the
directories is for.
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(2) Operations
◼ Open the setting page: 【 File transmission/receiving 】 → 【 B2B
certificate directory settings】.
◼ If no data is available in DB, the default data is provided on screen, as
shown in the figure.
◼ Upload conversion source directory: this is required and user may enter
the directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Upload pack source directory: this is required and user may enter the
directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Transmit file source directory: this is required and user may enter the
directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Source message version/format: the message version and format are
defined here for B2B data to be uploaded. The latest version of Turnkey
supports all XML formats of MIG V2.6 or above, and Flatfile formats
between V2.8 and V2.6.
◼ Source code: for Flatfile files, the Chinese coding format accepted by
Turnkey is BIG5 or UTF-8, but this has to be defined here. In addition,
if both BIG5 and UTF-8 exist in the same file, Turnkey will consider it
an error.
◼ The format of the files placed in the source directory for uploading shall
comply with the settings in “Source message version/format/coding”, or
there will be a parsing error.
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◼ Directory list 1: shows the directory list for 【 Upload
conversion】.Depending on the version, it shows the message type,
source directories and destination directories for 【B2B certificate
directory settings】.The messages shall be placed at the designated
location for the tasks.
◼ Directory list 2: shows the directory list for 【Upload pack】and
【Transmit file】.
◼ 【OK】: the system saves the data in the database.
◼ 【Cancel】: resets to default values.
◼ 【Exit】exits this page. If this function is performed for the first time
and that data does not exist in DB, the data shown on screen will be
saved in the database.
◼ Refer to “VI.2 Turnkey working directory descriptions “of this Manual
for what each of the directories means and works.
3.

B2B exchange directory descriptions

(1) Function descriptions
Path: File transmission/receiving> B2B exchange directory settings
This provides the information required for scheduling for 【 B2B
exchange directory settings 】 , and contains directories for 【 Upload
conversion】,【Upload pack】and 【Transmit file】.
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(2) Operations
◼ Open the setting page: 【File transmission/receiving】→【B2B exchange
directory settings】.
◼ If no data is available in DB, the default data is provided on screen, as
shown in the figure.
◼ Upload conversion source directory: this is required and user may enter
the directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Upload pack source directory: this is required and user may enter the
directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Transmit file source directory: this is required and user may enter the
directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Source message version/format: the message version and format are
defined here for B2B data to be uploaded. The latest version of Turnkey
supports all XML formats of MIG V2.6 or above, and Flatfile formats
between V2.8 and V2.6.
◼ Source code: for Flatfile files, the Chinese coding format accepted by
Turnkey is BIG5 or UTF-8, but this has to be defined here. In addition,
if both BIG5 and UTF-8 exist in the same file, Turnkey will consider it
an error.
◼ The format of the files placed in the source directory for uploading shall
comply with the settings in “Source message version / format / coding”,
or there will be a parsing error.
◼ Directory list 1: shows the directory list for 【Upload conversion】.
Depending on the version, it shows the message type, source directories
and destination directories for 【B2B exchange directory settings】. The
messages shall be placed at the designated location for the tasks.
◼ Directory list 2: shows the directory list for 【Upload pack】and
【Transmit file】.
◼ 【OK】: the system saves the data in the database.
◼ 【Cancel】: resets to default values.
◼ 【Exit】exits this page. If this function is performed for the first time
and that data does not exist in DB, the data shown on screen will be
saved in the database.
4.

B2C certificate directory settings

(1) Function descriptions
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Path: File transmission / receiving> B2C certificate directory settings
This provides the information required for scheduling for 【 B2C
certificate directory settings 】 , and contains directories for 【 Upload
conversion】,【Upload pack】and 【Transmit file】.

(2) Operations
◼ Open the setting page: 【 File transmission/receiving 】 → 【 B2C
certificate directory settings】.
◼ If no data is available in DB, the default data is provided on screen, as
shown in the figure.
◼ Upload conversion source directory: this is required and user may enter
the directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Upload pack source directory: this is required and user may enter the
directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Transmit file source directory: this is required and user may enter the
directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Source message version/format: the message version and format are
defined here for B2C data to be uploaded. The latest version of Turnkey
supports all XML formats of MIG V2.6 or above, and Flatfile formats
between V2.8 and V2.6.
◼ Source code: for Flatfile files, the Chinese coding format accepted by
Turnkey is BIG5 or UTF-8, but this has to be defined here. In addition,
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if both BIG5 and UTF-8 exist in the same file, Turnkey will consider it
an error.
The format of the files placed in the source directory for uploading shall
comply with the settings in “Source message version / format / coding”,
or there will be a parsing error.
Directory list 1: shows the directory list for 【Upload conversion】.
Depending on the version, it shows the message type, source directories
and destination directories for 【B2C certificate directory settings】. The
messages shall be placed at the designated location for the tasks.
Directory list 2: shows the directory list for 【Upload pack】and
【Transmit file】.
【OK】: the system saves the data in the database.
【Cancel】: resets to default values.
【Exit】exits this page. If this function is performed for the first time
and that data does not exist in DB, the data shown on screen will be
saved in the database.
Invoice number assignment message (B2P) directory settings

(1) Function descriptions
Path: File transmission / receiving > Invoice number assignment
message directory settings
This provides the information required for scheduling for 【Invoice
number assignment message directory settings 】 , and contains
directories for 【Upload conversion】,【Upload pack】and 【Transmit
file】.
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(2) Operations
◼ Open the setting page: 【File transmission/receiving】→【Invoice number
assignment message directory settings】.
◼ If no data is available in DB, the default data is provided on screen, as
shown in the figure.
◼ Upload conversion source directory: this is required and user may enter the
directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Upload pack source directory: this is required and user may enter the
directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Transmit file source directory: this is required and user may enter the
directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Source message version/format: the message version and format are defined
here for B2P data to be uploaded. This version of Turnkey supports all XML
formats between MIG V3.0 or above.
◼ Source code: the XML format accepts only the UTF-8 codes.
◼ The format of the files placed in the source directory for uploading shall
comply with the settings in “Source message version / format / coding”, or
there will be a parsing error.
◼ Directory list 1: shows the directory list for 【Upload conversion】.
Depending on the version, it shows the message type, source directories and
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destination directories for 【Invoice number assignment message directory
settings】. The messages shall be placed at the designated location for the
tasks.
◼ Directory list 2: shows the directory list for 【Upload pack】and 【Transmit
file】.
◼ 【OK】: the system saves the data in the database.
◼ 【Cancel】: resets to default values.
◼ 【Exit】exits this page. If this function is performed for the first time and
that data does not exist in DB, the data shown on screen will be saved in the
database.
6.

Download process directory settings

(1) Function descriptions
Path: File transmission/receiving >Download process directory settings
This provides the information required for scheduling for 【Download
process directory settings 】 , and contains directories for 【 Download
conversion】,【Download unpack】and 【Receive file】.

(2) Operations
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◼ Open the setting page: 【File transmission/receiving】→【Download
process directory settings】.
◼ If no data is available in DB, the default data is provided on screen, as
shown in the figure.
◼ Download conversion source directory: this is required and user may
enter the directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Download unpack source directory: this is required and user may enter
the directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Receive file source directory: this is required and user may enter the
directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Receive file source directory: this is required and user may enter the
directory or select one by clicking on 【Browse】.
◼ Target message version/format: the message version and format are
defined here for B2C data to be uploaded. The latest version of Turnkey
supports all XML formats of MIG V2.6 or above, and Flatfile formats
between V2.8 and V2.6.
◼ Target code: for Flatfile files, the Chinese coding format accepted by
Turnkey is BIG5 or UTF-8, but this has to be defined here. In addition,
if both BIG5 and UTF-8 exist in the same file, Turnkey will consider it
an error.
◼ Target message format and date: the date field in some of the messages
in MIG V3.0 supports both AD years and ROC years. Which of these
two date formats is received by the receiver is defined here. For to
which date fields this occurs, refer to “Message Implementation
Guideline” The MIG V3.1.2 date field supports only AD years.
◼ The format of the files placed in the source directory for uploading shall
comply with the settings in “Source message version / format / coding”,
or there will be a parsing error.
◼ Directory list 1: shows the directory list for 【Download conversion】. It
lists the storage directories corresponding to the types of messages
received and processed. The user shall collect the messages at the
designated location for the tasks.
◼ Directory list 2: shows the directory list for 【Download unpack】 and
【Receive file】.
◼ 【OK】: the system saves the data in the database.
◼ 【Cancel】: resets to default values.
◼ 【Exit】 exits this page. If this function is performed for the first time
and that data does not exist in DB, the data shown on screen will be
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saved in the database.
7.

Certificate management

(1) Function descriptions
Path: System management> Certificate management
This function allows users for the certificate management settings.
Certificates defined here are used for signatures for data uploads. If this
Turnkey allows for data uploads and exchanges for multiple business entities
(tax ID numbers), it is allowed to define multiple certificates for the
signatures of corresponding data from different sources.
Turnkey allows for the settings and use of multiple software certificates
and card certificates. However, attention is required as it is necessary to
appoint which card certificate to be used at the moment of using the
Turnkey if multiple card certificates are defined in the Turnkey, and that
certificate card has to be insert to the only card reader in the computer, so
that the card certificate is used correctly for signature.

Operations
◼ Open the setting page: 【 System management 】 → 【 Certificate
management】
◼ It provides the list of all certificates.
◼ The user clicks on 【Add】in the certificate list page to open the
certificate settings page.
◼ The user clicks on【Edit】attached to a piece of data in the table on the
certificate list page to open the certificate settings page, and the data is
ready for editing.
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◼ As a password is entered in the password field, the system encrypts and
saves the password. Or, the user may obtain a password by going to
【Tools】→【Password encryption】, enter the password in this field, and
check “Password encrypted” while entering the password.
◼ There are card certificate and PFX certificate (software certificate).
Editing the certificate path is not allowed when the certificate type if
Card, as shown below.

◼ There are GPKI cards (Business Certificate, Citizen Digital Certificate,
XCA, GCA) and HCA2.0 certificate for card types.
◼ Before the user click on【OK】on the certificate settings page, all fields
have to be filled out except for the certificate path when the certificate
type is Card. The certificate password of the data will be encrypted and
saved in the database, and the certificate is copied to the default
directory as: $Certificate Code_$Original Filename.
◼ When the user clicks on【Cancel】on the certificate settings page, the
system will determine if the data has been modified. If it has, the user
will be prompted to save the modification. If not, the user exits the
page.
◼ When the user select a piece of data in the table shown on the certificate
settings page and clicks on 【Delete】, that data will be removed from
the database.
◼ When the user clicks on 【Exit】on the certificate settings page, he/she
will exit the page.
◼ In case of card certificate, the card has to be inserted in the card reader
and the correct password entered while the card is being registered. The
system will check that whether password is correct.
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Note:
◼ The certificate used for data signature here has to be registered with the
E-Invoice Platform before it can be used for this purpose. Or, the data
uploaded will be rejected because of the “Signature authentication
failed” error.
8.

Transmission account management

(1) Function descriptions
Path: System management> Transmission account management
This function allows for user’s management of transmission account
settings. This transmission account and its associated password are provided
by the E-Invoice Platform for authentication when connecting to the
platform. Multiple sets of accounts and passwords are possible in the case
that the Turnkey is set up for transmitting and receiving data for multiple
business entities.
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Operations
◼ Open the setting page: 【System management】→【Transmission
account management】.The system shows the list of transmission
accounts.
◼ The transmission account settings page is opened when the user clicks
on 【Add】in the transmission account list.
◼ The user clicks on【Edit】attached to a piece of data in the table on the
transmission account list page to edit the selected data.
◼ The transmission account and password are required. The password
associated with the data is encrypted and saved in the database when
the user clicks on 【OK】in the transmission account settings page.
◼ When the user clicks on【Cancel】on the transmission account settings
page, the system will determine if the data has been modified. If it has,
the user will be prompted to save the modification. If not, the user exits
the page.
◼ When the user select a piece of data in the table shown on the
transmission account settings page and clicks on 【Delete】, that data
will be removed from the database.
◼ When the user clicks on 【Exit】on the transmission account settings
page, he/she will exit the page.
Note
◼ An application has to be submitted to the E-Invoice Platform for the
transmission account and associated password. Refer to "E-Invoice
Platform service application form.doc" for the application process.

9.

Sender management

(1) Function descriptions
Path: System management > Sender settings
This function allows the user for the maintenance of the message sender
list. A sender refers to a business entity or value-added center uploading data
through this Turnkey. For every sender, the certificate defined in the
certificate management will be used for signature in the message sent, and
data is uploaded to the E-Invoice Platform and the data that the platform
wants to route to the sender is downloaded through the transmission account.
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Operations
◼ Click on【Add】in the【Sender list】to add a piece of data. See【Sender
settings】page for the setting page.
◼ All fields are required except the sender description. Among all, the
user has to define a legitimate certificate in 【Certificate settings】and
transmission account and password issued by the E-Invoice Platform in
【Transmission account settings】before a selection can be made in
【Sender settings】.
◼ Once the 【Transmission account】and sender’s tax ID number are
defined, the user may search for 【Transmission routing code】and
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【Transmission route description】using 【Search for routing code】.The
search results will be shown as a list. Referring to the 【Search for
routing code】code, the user selects an entry in the page, clicks on 【OK】
in the 【Search for routing code】to enter the selected 【Transmission
routing code】and 【Transmission route description】in the 【Sender
settings】;the user may enter his own routing code directly without
searching provided that he knows his own code. Click on OK in the
【Sender settings】to add a new entry after all required fields are filled
out.
The 【Certificate agent】shall be checked if the value-added center and
HQs upload the invoices on behalf of the sender. If the system finds that
the business entity’s tax ID number is not provided in Turnkey while a
file is being uploaded, the sender’s certificate and account information
of the “certificate agent” will be used by default and the invoice
information will added with the corresponding signature and
transmitted to the center end. However, if a B2B exchange invoice is to
be transmitted, the business entity shall define the file to be received by
the value-added center / HQs in the business entity receiving method of
the E-Invoice Platform. The transmission will not be allowed until the
value-added center / HQs confirm the authorization.
Select an entry in the 【Sender list】page and click on 【Edit】to edit
the entry.
Select an entry in the 【Sender list】page and click on 【Delete】to delete
the entry.
Click on 【Exit】in the 【Sender list】page to exit the page.

Note
◼ An application shall be submitted to the E-Invoice Platform for a sender
account and the corresponding route code. Refer to the “E-Invoice
Platform service application form.doc" for the application process.
10. Receiver management
(1) Function descriptions
Path: System management > Receiver settings
This function allows the user to maintain B2B exchange information,
the tax ID number of the data receiver and the corresponding routing code
for the receiving method.
When invoice data is being uploaded, the sender shall define the routing
code of the receiver registered on the E-Invoice Platform. However, the
system also provides automatic setting function; when the tax ID number of
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the B2B exchange invoice receiver is not defined, the system will
automatically search for the routing code of this particular receiver on the
E-Invoice Platform and write it back to this setting.

Operations
◼ By clicking on 【Add】in the 【Receiver list】page, the addition of a new
entry is allowed. See the 【Receiver settings】page for the setting page.
◼ All fields are required except the receiver description. The user defines
the【Receiver’s tax ID number】of the business entity receiving the data
of B2B exchange and uses 【Search for routing code】to look for the
【Receiving routing code】and 【Receiving route description】of the
value-added center to receive the data. The search results will be shown
as a list. The user shall select an entry in this page and click on 【OK】
in 【Search for routing code】to enter the selected 【Receiving routing
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code】and 【Receiving route description】in the 【Receiver settings】。
Click on OK in the 【Receiver settings】to add a new entry once all
required fields are filled out.
Select an entry in the 【Receiver list】page and click on 【Edit】to edit
an entry.
Select an entry in the 【Receiver list】page and click on 【Delete】to
delete an entry.
Click on 【Exit】in the 【Receiver list】page to exit the page.

11. System environment settings
(1) Function descriptions
Path: System management> System environment settings
This function allows the user to define the settings of the Turnkey
system, and consists of two tabs, 【System settings】and 【Notice settings】.
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Operations
◼ The 【Message monitoring filename】provides the name and location of
the file where the implementation logs defined by the user in the
【Scheduling settings】are saved.
◼ The 【Implementation environment】provides the environment that the
user selects for the connection to the E-Invoice Platform. It includes a
test environment and an official environment. The implementation
environment selected by the user is shown at the lower right corner of
the homepage. Check that this environment setting is correct before
using, or the invoice may be sent to the official or testing environment.

◼ The 【Days of data retention】defines the data of how many days old to
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be deleted when the clearing task defined in the scheduling settings is
carried out.
The 【Character creation reference list】allows the user to define where
the character creation reference list is located.
By activating 【Logs recording only details of operation failure】, the
system will keep a track on events of errors rather than every step of
invoice upload and download and associated messages. The default is
deactivated.
The 【Message saved to ERPInbox after being received】will save the
received invoice and acknowledge message in the ERPInbox directory
based on the Generation 1 file naming rules for the convenience of
integration by Gen 1 users. The default is deactivated.
The 【Back up intermediate file of uploading】will keep a backup copy
of the intermediate file while the an invoice file is being uploaded. The
default is activated.
The data will be saved in the parameter file, rather than the database,
once the user clicks on 【OK】.

◼ Click on 【Cancel】to reset to default values.
◼ Click on 【Exit】to close the page.
12. Notice settings
(1) Function descriptions
Path: System management > System environment settings
This function allows the user to define whom and when to inform of a
system event and sends a system error message to the responsible
administrator.
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Operations
◼ The 【Send an email to inform the occurrence of a system event】option
defines the email address to send a message, sender and the mail server
used when an event log is generated.
◼ Check 【Username and password】if a username and the associated
password are defined for the mail server; not required if not defined.
◼ The 【Notice interval】defines how often to check if any event occurs
that requires an email to be sent.
◼ The 【Use default texts】option defines what texts to be added in the
email in addition to the notice of event; for example, the telephone
extension of the system administrator to allow the receiver to call the
persons responsible for dealing with the problem at hand.
◼ Click on 【OK】to save the settings.

13. Character creation reference list maintenance
(1) Function descriptions
Path: System
maintenance

management

>Character

creation

reference

list

This function allows users to create a Chinese character in the Turnkey
system that does not exist in Windows, and through the reference list, to
send the correct CNS codes to the Platform when uploading an invoice.
Note: this option works only for Windows XP and Windows Server
2003 currently and not for Windows 7.

Operations
◼ The user may open the system settings via 【Open system settings】page
for the maintenance of “character creation reference list” path. See
【System settings】.
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◼ To maintain the “character creation reference list”, click on Open to
open the “character creation reference list.”
◼ When to use the “character creation reference list:” when a user has the
need to create a word and wishes to send the character code to a
business partner or platform without this character turned into a square
(□), he/she has to define the correlation between the character code
and the “character creation reference list.” CNS11643 character set in
the “character creation reference list.”For example, if the user wishes to
create a character with the code of FA40 and finds the corresponding
code in the character set as 12-5B31.The “character creation reference
list” is a file of fixed length. The first line always contains the
self-defined character code and CNS code. The user is allowed to
provide the correlation between the user-entered Big5 code and CNS
code in the second line and onwards. The fixed length of the red
rectangle is 10 alphabetic characters and voids are filled with blank
spaces. The file example is provided below:

14. View message logs
(1) Function descriptions
Path: Transaction log search > View message logs
This function allows the user to search for any message log processed
during Turnkey operations. It provides an easy-to-use interface that allows
the user to search for the information about the process and status of the
information processed.
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Operations
◼ Before viewing any message log, it is necessary to enter the search
criteria. If none is provided, the event logs for the latest hour are shown.
The default number of logs to be searched is 1,000 and the system
provides the support for up to 9,999.
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◼ Click on 【Search】after entering the search criteria and the information
required is shown based on the criteria provided.
◼ Click on 【Reset】to reset all search criteria and results.
◼ By default, the logs are sorted by message dates.
◼ It is possible to access how the message is processed and where the file
is currently by double-clicking on a specific entry in the search results
to open the 【View message log details】page.
◼ For a message with the status of E(for Error), double-click to open
【Event log】for more details of the error. Refer to the next chapter for
the description of event logs.
◼ Status: it tells the result of an invoice being uploaded or processed. The
following provides what each of the statuses means.
◆ P: Processing; upload or download again if the status stays at P
constantly.
◆ G: Data is uploaded or downloaded.
◆ C: Data is uploaded and the certificate of the Platform
acknowledgement or message of successful exchange/processing is
received. The data to be uploaded has to be in this status to indicate
that the data is uploaded successfully.
◆ I: The data processing is interrupted and will resume automatically
after the program is rerun or the error is removed.
◆ E: A format or signature error occurs while the data is being
uploaded, or an error from the E-Invoice Platform is received after
the data is uploaded. For troubleshooting this error, refer to Chapter
VIII and Appendix 1, the error message code table and how to
troubleshoot.
◼ IO description: O indicates uploading B2B/B2C certificate invoice data
or B2B exchange data and B2P invoice number distribution file, and I
indicates downloading B2B exchange data.
15. View event logs
(1) Function descriptions
Path: Transaction log search > View event logs
This function allows the user to search for any error log generated
during Turnkey operations. It provides an easy-to-use interface to allow
users to search for the cause of error during message processing.
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Operations
◼ Before viewing any event log, it is necessary to enter the search criteria.
If none is provided, the event logs for the latest hour are shown. The
default number of logs to be searched is 1,000 and the system provides
the support for up to 9,999.
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◼ Click on 【Search】after entering the search criteria and the information
required is shown based on the criteria provided.
◼ Click on 【Reset】to reset all search criteria and results.
◼ By default, the logs are sorted by event dates.
◼ It is possible to access the cause of error in greater details by
double-clicking on a specific entry in the search results to open the
【View event log details】page.
16. Message log statistics
(1) Function descriptions
Path: Transaction log search > Message log statistics
This function is similar to view message logs, except that the location
of the file to which the search results are exported has to be entered before
the search starts, and the system will export the search results in CSV format.
In addition, the upper limit of 9,999 pieces of data does not apply to this
statistical data, which allows business entities to check if the invoices are
uploaded correctly.

17. Search for routing code
(1) Function descriptions
Path: Tools > Search for routing code
This function allows the user to search for a specific tax ID number,
which is the value-added center code registered in the E-Invoice Platform, as
shown below.
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Operations
◼ The user has to go to 【System management】→【Transmission account
list】 and define the transmission account and password provided by the
E-Invoice Platform for the authorization for searching.
◼ Once the settings are done, the user only has to select the transmission
account and provide the tax ID number for searching.
◼ Click on 【Exit】 to close the box.
18. Password encryption
(1) Function descriptions
Path: Tools > Password encryption
This function allows the user to encrypt a password. If the administrator
does not want a user to know a certificate password in plaintext when he/she
enters the password, the password can be encrypted using this function
before the encrypted password is provided to the Turnkey user.
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Operations
◼ The user gives the plain text password, clicks on 【Encryption】 and
gets a encrypted string in 【Encrypted text】. This string is entered in
【Certificate list】 settings or 【Transmission account list】 settings to
hide the plain text password.
◼ Click on 【Exit】 to close the box.

19. File clearing settings
(1) Function descriptions
Path: Tools > File clearing settings
This function allows the user to clear all the files on the appointed path.

Operations
Enter data of how many days old to be deleted, check 【Clear message
logs】, 【Clear event logs】, 【Clear physical files】 or 【Clear all】
and click on 【Execute】. Click on 【Exit】 to close the box.
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20. Connection test
(1) Function description
Path: Tools > Connection test
This function allows the user to confirm with the Platform that the
connection is successful.

21. Software Certificate
(1) Function
Path: Tool > Produce Software Certificate
This function can provide a user to produce the KEY and Certificate Signing
Request (CSR). Non IC card certificate (CER) is applied to CA through Certificate
Signing Request (CSR), and then CER is assembled as software certificate. The
flows are described as follows:
Step

Item

1
2
3
4

Produce KEY
Produce Certificate Signing Request (CSR)
Apply to CER through CA
Produce PFX
◼

Step1:Produce KEY: Please fill in "Tax ID Number" and "Set Up
Passward" to generate Key. The key will be prodeced and the file path
will be displayed below. The key's file path and "Set Up Passward" will
be used in Step2 and step3.
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Step 2: Produce CSR: When entering “File Path in Step 1” and
“Password” to press “Produce CSR”, CSR for the Invoice No. will be
produced and the file path will be displayed below.
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After you finish Step 2, please reference below category to apply Non IC
card certificate (CER).
Domestic suppliers are applied through Corporate CA.
Mixed organization and cross-border E-service suppliers are applied
through miXed organization Certification Authority(XCA).
For example, XCA. Please link to
“https://xcaweb.nat.gov.tw/XCA/XCA2Test/XCAPKCS10-CB/SAP-3.ht
ml” (figure below).
A. (The application on website that the Mixed Organization
Certification Authority (XCA) specified for Cross-border
E-commerce Supplier is displayed as following.

B. provide Object identifier (OID)
After the Cross-border E-commerce Suppliers have filled
out online the form of 「Application for Services of
E-Invoice Integrated Service Platform (for the use of
Cross-border E-commerce Suppliers Only)」and checked off
the box of agreed to have local branch or office of National
Taxation Bureau apply for the Object Identifier (OID) for
them, the Platform will send a Notice of Approval on
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Turnkey of E-Invoice Integrated Service Platform with
Object Identifier (OID) as the following screenshots.

C. Please complete the following items according to the

description. When finished, please press the button of
「sent」to submit the application.
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D. Click on the button of 「print」 to print out the application.

The system will send out the letter of user code.

a. Please send by email the application that is affixed with
seal (the authorized person’s signature) to local branch
or office of National Taxation Bureau (initial reviewing
desk of XCA certificate for Cross-border E-commerce
Supplier: vatxca@ntbt.gov.tw). After approval, the
local branch or office of National Taxation Bureau will
apply for 「Non-IC Card Certificate for Organization
and Group」for you to Mixed Organization Certification
Authority (XCA). It takes about 14 days for them to
process the application and produce the Certificate.
The Notice of certificate issued will be sent by email.
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b. The letter of user code will be sent to the email address

provided on the application. Please keep it to yourself.
It will be verified in the process of certificate activation.

E. After the approval of the Certificate, the Mixed Organization

Certification Authority (XCA) will send by email a Notice
of Certificate enclosed with serial number of the Certificate
issued and the link for inquiry and download of the
Certificate.
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F. Please click on the link in the email and activate your

Certificate with 「Certificate’s Serial Number」and 「User
Code」 (please refer to the Letter of User Code for
reference).

G. Connect to the specified website

https://xca.nat.gov.tw/web2/pexe_xca/query.cexe as follows,
then enter the serial number of the Certificate and click on
the button of 「Inquire」.
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H. Download the Certificate to computer used for Turnkey

installation.

◼

Step 3: Assemble PFX/Certificate”: When you enter “File Path in Step
1”, “File Path for CER” and “Password” to press “Assemble
PFX/Certificate”, PFX for the Invoice No. will be produced and the file
path will be displayed below.
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◼

Register Certificate: Please register software certificate in E-Invoice
Platform. Please select CER, and then click “Register Software
Certificate”.

◼

Add Certificate on Turnkey: In System Management> Certificate
Management, add the certificate data.

22. Goalkeeper
(1) Function
Path: Tool > Goalkeeper

Goalkeeper is a function for Goalkeeper Scheduling Settings and
QR Code Verification. Which allows user to generate selected report by
scheduled time. Users may use generated reports to check the number
of uploaded invoices to prevent missed upload.
Goalkeeper function includes 【Goalkeeper Scheduling Settings】
and 【QR Code Verification】 tabs shown as below:
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Types of Goalkeeper Report are as follow:
◼

Upload Invoice List: Collect the invoice data in SummaryResult and
present them in Excel so that Business Entity can approve the uploaded
invoices. The List will collect a report list according to the routing code
and the production time on E-Invoice Platform. For example: Business
Entity’s Turnkey sets many routing codes. If there are eights files of
SummaryResult in the directory, four reports will be produced
(distinguished by color as shown in the figure below).

The list of uploaded invoice collects the Total Uploads (SIG), Success
and Failure in Summary. The list directory refers to the figure below.
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◼

Failure List by Platform: Collect the failure invoices in SummaryResult
and present them in Excel so that Business Entity can process the failed
invoices. The Failure List by Platform collects the Total Failures, Serial
No., Failure Invoice Date, and Failure Reasons. The list directory refers
to the figure below. Alough invoices have uploaded to platform, there
have some error in content. Error invoices should be revise and
re-upload to platform, otherwise it will cause missed uploads.

◼

Failure List by Turnkey: Collect Upload Mission, Message Type, Upload
Processing Time, Uploaded File Path, and Failure Reason on Turnkey.
The list directory refers to the figure below. Invoices didn’t transmission
to platform. Error invoices should be revise and re-upload to platform,
otherwise it will cause missed uploads.
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Operations
◼

Open Setting Page: Tool → Goalkeeper.

◼

Set “Activate Goalkeeper”: After you click Activate, the schedule can be
allowed to add. When you activate Schedule, the System will activate
Produce Goalkeeper Report according to the schedule.

◼

“Report Directory”: Place where the reports are produced to save.

◼

Set Schedule: Please select “Report Type” that you want to produce,
click “Activate Rules”, fill in the schedule, and click “Save”. When you
click Rules, the schedule will be activated. If you don’t click the Rules,
the schedule will not be activated.

◼

Modify Schedule: When you click any data in “Schedule List”, you can
edit Schedule to modify the rules and times. Please click “Save” after
you modify the data.

◼

DELETE: When you want to delete any data in “SCHEDULE”, you can
click “DELETE” to delete the data.

◼

CANCEL EDIT: When you want to cancel any clicked data, you can
click “CANCEL EDIT”.

◼

EXIT: Exit this screen.

【QR Code Verification】QR Code Verification tab provides fuctions such as
AES Key Generation and QR Code Verification, which allows user to generate
QR Code and verify the validity of produced QR Code.
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【QRCode Code Verification】Operating Instruction

◼ AES Key Generation：Enter Password seed, click 【Generate AES
Key】 button to generate AES Key.
◼ QR Code Verification: Enter Encrypted QR Code String, select QR
Code Decryption Method and enter the required key into Key input
field. Click【QR Code Verification】button to check the success or
error message displayed as a result for QR code verification.
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VI. Description of Data Processing Process
1. Upload and download processes
This section describes the process of each task during the operations of
Turnkey.
Turnkey has two types of task, “invoice upload” and “invoice
download.” For “invoice upload”, there are 【Upcast】, 【Pack】 and
【Sendfile】, while for “invoice download”, there are 【Receivefile】,
【Unpack】and【DownCast】. All these tasks are described in details below.
(1) Upcast: this converts the source file into a message acceptable to the
E-Invoice Platform. The content of TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG is
updated as soon as a file is received. The update includes the addition
of SEQNO and SUBSEQNO and the change of status to P (Processing).
The source file received is processed depending on whether it is in
FlatFile or XML format. All in all, there are three steps:
1. From ver. 1.4.5(Dec 23, 2013) onwards, the Platform supports both
v30 and v31. When pre-v30 version is entered, it will be converted
into v30. when v31 is used, the v31 message will be uploaded.
Character set and coding conversion (only for FlatFile).
Format conversion (to XML).
If the source is FlatFile and contains more than one piece of data, the
content will be separated into multiple pieces for processing when the source
is read. If the source is XML, there is only one file for every piece of data.
The file will be placed in the PROC directory (holding directory) after being
processed in the three steps above. The invoice will be appended to the same
file according to the following rules.
1. B2B exchange: one file for one invoice;
2. If an invoice comes with an appended file, then it is one file for
every invoice;
3. B2C certificate: for the same (agent) sender, it is one file for every
1000 invoices or 15MB;
4. B2B certificate: for the same sender and receiver, it is one file for
every 1000 invoices or 15MB;
At the end of processing more than 10,000 invoices or the source file,
the files under the PROC directory will be moved to the source directory of
【Upcast】, and the backup of the original files will be placed in the BAK
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directory sorted by date and time. The data tables
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG and
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL are updated. Invoice information
will be added to TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG; the processing time and
status (G for successful processing and E for unsuccessful processing) are
added to TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL.
In case of any failure during the processing, a copy will be generated
and place in the ERR directory with the same filename if the file is in the
FlatFile format. If the file is in the XML format, that file will be moved to
the ERR directory and sorted by date and time.
For the format for the files generated from this step, refer to UpCast in
“VI.2 Turnkey work directories” of this Manual.
(2) Pack: this adds SIG and signature to a file. A temporary file is generated
during the process and placed in the PROC directory (holding directory)
before being moved to the source directory of 【Sendfile】. At the end of
process, the file is sorted by date and time, the backup of the original
file is placed in the BAK directory, and the contents of data tables
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
and
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL
are
updated.
For
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG, the status will be updated to E if the
processing fails. For TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL, the
processing time and status (G for successful processing and E for
unsuccessful processing) are added.
For the format of files received / generated in this step, refer to Pack in
“VI.2 Turnkey work directories” of this Manual.
(3) Sendfile: this sends files to the E-Invoice Platform. If the transmission
failure occurs (whether due to FTP or WebService) and leads to
unsuccessful transmission, it will attempt to send again. If the failure
persists, the file will be kept where it is until it is sent. At the end of
processing, the file will be sorted by date and time, a backup of the
original file will be placed in the BAK directory and the contents of
data
tables
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
and
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL
are
updated.
For
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG, if an error occurs to transmission, the
status will be updated to E, otherwise it will be updated to G; for
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL, the processing time and
status (G for successful processing and E for unsuccessful processing)
are added.
For the format of files received in this step, refer to SendFile in “VI.2
Turnkey work directories” of this Manual.
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(4) Receivefile: this receives data from the E-Invoice Platform, moves the
file received to the 【Unpack】 directory, and keeps a backup of the
original file in the BAK directory. If the file received is ProcessResult
or SummaryResult, the matching record will be located in the data table
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG and the contents of
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL updated. If no corresponding
record is found, it will be written in the event logbook, or a new entry
will be added in each of the TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG and
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL.
(5) Unpack: this decrypts and unpacks the data received. Data received
from the E-Invoice Platform are always provided with a signature, and,
therefore, the signature has to be decrypted. For ProcessResult, the
matching record is located in TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG using the
uuid in the filename and date and the processing status updated via
MessageType, Parameter0 (invoice number) and Parameter1 (date) in
the ProcessResult. A new entry is added in the
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL.
For a message, a new entry is added to
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL.
(6) Downcast: this converts the B2B exchange message into the appointed
format, which is the reverse of the 【Upcast】 task. The process consists
of 3 steps:
1. Convert the message version to the specified one
Conversion to the specified character set and code (only when big5 is specified)
Conversion to the specified format.
The file will be placed in the PROC directory (holding directory)
during the conversion. If the conversion is successful, the file will be moved
to the corresponding folder in the RecvTarget directory, and a backup of the
original file placed in the BAK directory and sorted by date and time. The
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG will be updated and a new entry added to
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL.
When an error occurs during the processing, a new entry will be added
to TURNKEY_SYSEVENT_LOG specifying the cause of error and
indicating its trace in addition to the update of status in
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG and
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL.
The database and file directories require clearing on a regular basis. The
clearing can be done manually with the tools provided in Turnkey as well as
by schedule.
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Turnkey work directories

This section describes the use of the file folders in the installation and
work directories when the Turnkey is installed.
The file folders in the installation directory are described below:
Folder name

Description

bin

Contains the files needed for operations, such as Turnkey parameter files and
program files; this is the most important folder for Turnkey operations.

bin\charset

Contains the character set reference list; when there is an update of the character set
from the Center, it will be downloaded and saved here.

bin\conf

Contains Turnkey parameter files.

bin\com

Contains Turnkey program files.

bin\image

Contains Turnkey image files.

lib

Contains all the libraries used during Turnkey operations.

log

This is where logs are kept after Turnkey is installed. It contains 10 files each
sized20MB with the default filename of Turnkey.log. These files are rolling by date
without the need of clearing.

EINVUPGRADE

Holds the update patches. When started, Turnkey will check for any installation file
in this folder; if yes, it will be installed.

ca

Contains the SSL ca needed for the connection to the E-Invoice Platform.

dll

Contains the dll files needed by the Turnkey.
Only exists in Windows.

jre

Contains 1.6.0_24 jre for the use during Turnkey operations.

The file folders in the work directory are described below:
Folder name

Description

UpCast

This is the directory used when Turnkey is processing “UpCast.”It has the following
subdirectories:
B2BEXCHANGE(for B2B exchange)
B2BSTORAGE(for B2B certificates)
B2CSTORAGE(for B2C certificates)
B2PMESSAGE(for B2P messages)
Each type of processing has its corresponding message folder in this directory
depending on the version defined in Turnkey. By default, the directory is created
based on the V31 message format.
If the default is used, the user will place the invoice message to be uploaded in the
SRC folder in the directory corresponding to the message with no restriction for
filename.
For example, if data A0101 is to be used, it shall be placed in:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\UpCast\B2BEXCHANGE\A0101\SRC
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Another way of placing the upload message is to place the invoice data file in
ERPOoutbox in UpCast directory; for example C:\Program
Files\EINVTurnkey\UpCast\B2BEXCHANGE\ERPOutbox. However, the filename
in this case has to be started with the message format, such as
A0101-20110701-020000-00001.txt. The system will be determine which type of
message this file is and move it to the SRC directory mentioned above for file
conversion and uploading.
If no error occurs to the file processed, the file will be placed in the BAK folder in
its message directory and sorted by date and time.
For example:
C:\Program
Files\EINVTurnkey\UpCast\B2BEXCHANGE\A0101\BAK\$yyyyMMdd\$HH
If an error occurs, and the source file is in XML format, the file will be placed in the
ERR folder in its message directory. If the source file is in the FlatFile format, the
error message will be copied to the original filename in the ERR folder and sorted
by date and time.
For example:
C:\Program
Files\EINVTurnkey\UpCast\B2BEXCHANGE\A0101\ERR\$yyyyMMdd\$HH
Pack

This is the directory used when Turnkey is processing “Pack.” It has the following
subdirectories:
B2BEXCHANGE(for B2B exchange)
B2BSTORAGE(for B2B certificates)
B2CSTORAGE(for B2C certificates)
B2PMESSAGE(for B2P messages)
Files are placed in the SRC folder in respective directories based on the type of
processing; for example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\Pack\B2BEXCHANGE\SRC
The filename format is:
$SRCFILE_$SENER_BAN_$RECEIVER_BAN_$VERSION-$MIG_TYPE-$yyyy
MMdd-$HHmmssSSS-$uuid_$cnt
$SRCFILE: the original filename of UpCast;
$SENER_BAN: sender’s tax ID number, added depending on the message content;
for example: an invoice is issued and
$SENER_BAN indicates the sender’s tax ID number.
$RECEIVER_BAN: receiver’s tax ID number, added depending on the message
content; for example: an invoice is issued and
$RECEIVER_BAN indicates the receiver’s tax ID number; if it is a certificate, it
contains 8 zeros, i.e. 00000000.
$VERSION: version starting with a lower case v, such as v31
$MIG_TYPE: message type, such as A0101
$yyyyMMdd: date, such as 20110101
$HHmmssSSS: time, such as172021666
$uuid: 36-digit uuid; for example: 86ba6a1c-45e7-4162-99ff-3c011c8b017c
$cnt: number of pieces of data contained in the packet.
If no error occurs to the file processed, the file will be placed in the BAK folder in
its message directory and sorted by date and time. For example:
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C:\Program Files\GEINVTNK\Pack\B2BEXCHANGE\BAK\$yyyyMMdd\$HH
If an error occurs, the file will be placed in the ERR folder in its message directory
and sorted by date and time. For example:
C:\Program Files\GEINVTNK\Pack\B2BEXCHANGE\ERR\$yyyyMMdd\$HH

SendFile

This is the directory used when Turnkey is processing “Pack.” It has the following
subdirectories:
B2BEXCHANGE(for B2B exchange)
B2BSTORAGE(for B2B certificates)
B2CSTORAGE(for B2C certificates)
B2PMESSAGE(for B2P messages)
Files are placed in the SRC folder in respective directories based on the type of
processing; for example:
C:\Program Files\GEINVTNK\SendFile\B2BEXCHANGE\SRC
The filename format is the same as that in Pack:
If no error occurs to the file processed, the file will be placed in the BAK folder in
its message directory and sorted by date and time. For example:
C:\Program Files\GEINVTNK\SendFile\B2BEXCHANGE\BAK
\$yyyyMMdd\$HH
If an error occurs, the file will be placed in the ERR folder in its message directory
and sorted by date and time. For example:
C:\Program Files\GEINVTNK\SendFile\B2BEXCHANGE\ERR\$yyyyMMdd\$HH

ReceiveFile

This is the directory used when Turnkey is processing “ReceiveFile.”
The files received by Turnkey from the E-Invoice Platform are placed in the SRC
folder in respective directories based on the type of processing; for example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\ReceiveFile\SRC
The filename format is:
$VERSION-$MIG_TYPE-$yyyyMMdd-$HHmmssSSS-$uuid
$VERSION: version started with a lower case v, such as: v31
$MIG_TYPE: type of message, such as: A0101
$yyyyMMdd: date, such as: 20110101
$HHmmssSSS: time, such as: 172021666
$uuid: 36-digit uuid, such as:
86ba6a1c-45e7-4162-99ff-3c011c8b017c
The file received will be placed in the BAK folder in its message directory and
sorted by date and time. For example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\ReceiveFile\BAK\$yyyyMMdd\$HH

Unpack

This is the directory used when Turnkey is processing “Unpack.”
Files are placed in the SRC folder in respective directories based on the type of
processing; for example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\Unpack\SRC
If no error occurs to the file processed, the file will be placed in the BAK folder in
its message directory and sorted by date and time. For example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\Unpack\BAK\$yyyyMMdd\$HH
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If the file processed is ProcessResult, it will be placed in the ProcessResult directory
in BAK and sorted by date and time. For example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\Unpack\BAK\ProcessResult\$yyyyMMdd\$HH
If the file processed is SummaryResult, it will be placed in the SummaryResult
directory in BAK and sorted by date and time. For example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\Unpack\BAK\SummaryResult\$yyyyMMdd\$HH

If an error occurs, the file will be placed in the ERR folder in its message directory.
For example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\Unpack\ERR\$yyyyMMdd\$HH
If the file processed is ProcessResult and an error occurs to it, it will be placed in the
ProcessResult directory in ERR and sorted by date and time. For example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\Unpack\ERR\ProcessResult\$yyyyMMdd\$HH
If the file processed is SummaryResult and an error occurs to it, it will be placed in
the SummaryResult directory in ERR and sorted by date and time. For example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\Unpack\ERR\SummaryResult\$yyyyMMdd\$HH

DownCast

This is the directory used when Turnkey is processing “DownCast.”
Files are placed in the SRC folder in respective directories based on the type of
processing; for example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\DownCast\SRC
If no error occurs to the file processed, the file will be placed in the BAK folder in
its message directory and sorted by date and time. For example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\DownCast\BAK\$yyyyMMdd\$HH
If an error occurs, the file will be placed in the ERR folder in its message directory
and sorted by date and time. For example:
C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\DownCast\ERR\$yyyyMMdd\$HH

RecvTarget

This is the product directory when Turnkey processes “DownCast.”Files are sorted
by the contents processed in the received files.
If the user selects “Message received and saved in ERPInBox” in the system
environment settings, the information of invoices downloaded will be saved in
RecvTarget/ERPInbox rather than being placed in different directories based on
message type.

cert
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Return message from the E-Invoice Platform
(1)

Description of Return message from the Platform

Once data is uploaded, the center end adds the center certificate
signature to the processed result and returns it to Turnkey. The file is
decrypted at Turnkey, and the processed text file is placed in
Unpack/BAK/ProcessResult directory in the work directory, and sorted
by date and time in the respective subdirectory. The extension of
filename is .ProcessResult. The contents of its XML Schema
ProcessResult.xsd and GenericResult_3.0.xsd are:
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<!— GenericResult_3.0.xsd -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<!—Message type -->
<xsd:simpleType name="MessageTypeEnum">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
<xsd:enumeration value="A0101"/><!-- A0101.
Issue a uniform invoice -->
<xsd:enumeration value="A0102"/><!-- A0102.
Receive andacknowledge a uniform invoice -->
<xsd:enumeration value="A0201"/><!-- A0201.
Cancel a uniform invoice -->
<xsd:enumeration value="A0202"/><!-- A0202.
Receive and acknowledge a cancelled uniform invoice -->
<xsd:enumeration value="A0301"/><!-- A0301.
Reject a uniform invoice -->
<xsd:enumeration value="A0302"/><!-- A0302.
Receive and acknowledge a rejected uniform invoice-->
<xsd:enumeration value="A0401"/><!-- A0401.
Issue a uniform invoice-->
<xsd:enumeration value="A0501"/><!-- A0501.
Cancel a uniform invoice -->
<xsd:enumeration value="A1101"/><!-- A1101.
Issue a uniform invoice (steel) -->
<xsd:enumeration value="A1401"/><!-- A1401.
Issue a uniform invoice (steel) -->
<xsd:enumeration value="B0101"/><!-- B0101.
Allowance certificate -->
<xsd:enumeration value="B0102"/><!-- B0102.
Receive and acknowledge an allowance certificate-->
<xsd:enumeration value="B0201"/><!-- B0201.
Cancel an allowance certificate -->
<xsd:enumeration value="B0202"/><!-- B0202.
Receive and acknowledge a cancelled allowance certificate -->
<xsd:enumeration value="B0501"/><!-- B0501.
Allowance certificate notice -->
<xsd:enumeration value="B0502"/><!-- B0502.
Receive and acknowledge anallowance certificate notice -->
<xsd:enumeration value="B1101"/><!-- B1101.
Allowance certificate (steel) -->
<xsd:enumeration value="B1301"/><!-- B1301.
Issue an allowance certificate (steel) -->
<xsd:enumeration value="B1501"/><!-- B1501.
Allowance certificate notice (steel) -->
<xsd:enumeration value="C0401"/><!-- C0401.
Issue a uniform invoice -->
<xsd:enumeration value="C0501"/><!-- C0501.
Cancel a uniform invoice -->
<xsd:enumeration value="C0601"/><!-- C0601.
Reject a uniform invoice -->
<xsd:enumeration value="C0701"/><!-- C0701.
Write off a uniform invoice -->
<xsd:enumeration value="D0301"/><!-- D0301.
Issue an allowance certificate -->
<xsd:enumeration value="D0401"/><!-- D0401.
Cancel an allowance certificate-->
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<!-- -next page->
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<!--Continued-->
<!—Data sender’s info -->
<xsd:complexType name="PartyInfoType">
<xsd:sequence>
<!-- Data sender’s tax ID number -->
<xsd:element name="PartyId" type="xsd:string"/>
<!-- Data sender’s description -->
<xsd:element name="Description" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<!-- Data receiver’s info -->
<xsd:complexType name="RoutingInfoType">
<xsd:sequence>
<!-- Data receiver’s tax ID number -->
<xsd:element name="RoutingId" type="xsd:string"/>
<!-- Data receiver’s description -->
<xsd:element name="Description" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<!-- Packet message description-->
<xsd:complexType name="InfoType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="Id" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Size" type="xsd:positiveInteger"/>
<xsd:element name="MessageType" type="MessageTypeEnum"/>
<xsd:element name="Service" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Action" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<!-- Platform processing result-->
<xsd:complexType name="ResultType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="Total" type="ResultDetailType"/>
<xsd:element name="Good" type="ResultDetailType"/>
<xsd:element name="Failed" type="ResultDetailType"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<!-- Platform processing result description-->
<xsd:complexType name="ResultDetailType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="Count" type="xsd:positiveInteger"/>
<xsd:element name="Invoices" minOccurs="0">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="Invocie" minOccurs="1">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="ReferenceNumber">
<xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
<xsd:minLength value="10"/>
<xsd:maxLength value="16"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element name="InvoiceDate" type="xsd:date"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:schema>
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<!—ProcessResultResult_3.0.xsd -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsd:schema targetNamespace="urn:GEINV:ProcessResult:3.0" xmlns="urn:GEINV:ProcessResult:3.0"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xsd:include schemaLocation="GenericResult_3.0.xsd"/>
<xsd:element name="ProcessResult">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="RoutingInfo">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<!-- Data sender’s info-->
<xsd:element name="From" type="PartyInfoType"/>
<!-- Data sending value-added center or business entity’s info -->
<xsd:element name="FromVAC" type="RoutingInfoType"/>
<!-- Data receiver’s info -->
<xsd:element name="To" type="PartyInfoType"/>
<!--Data receiving value-added center or business entity’s info -->
<xsd:element name="ToVAC" type="RoutingInfoType"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<!-- Packet message description -->
<xsd:element name="MessageInfo" type="MessageInfoType"/>
<!-- Processing result -->
<xsd:element name="Result" type="ResultType"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:complexType name="MessageInfoType">
<xsd:sequence>
<!-- Message packet ID -->
<xsd:element name="Id" type="xsd:string"/>
<!-- Message packet size -->
<xsd:element name="Size" type="xsd:string"/>
<!-- Message type(MIG number) -->
<xsd:element name="MessageType" type="MessageTypeEnum"/>
<!-- Service type E: exchange; S: certificate -->
<xsd:element name="Service" type="xsd:string"/>
<!-- Message type B2B B2c-->
<xsd:element name="Action" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="ResultType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="Info" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="10000">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<!-- Processing result code -->
<xsd:element name="Code" type="xsd:string"/>
<!-- Procecssing result description -->
<xsd:element name="Description" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Parameter0" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Parameter1" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Parameter2" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Parameter3" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Parameter4" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:schema>
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Not for new
version

Parameter3

Parameter2

Parameter1

Parameter0

The following are the processing result code table and the list of
result description parameters.

Code

Status

00000

Message certificate successful

E0001

System error

E0002

Database access failure (system)

E0003

Transaction log table failure

✔

E0004

Signature validation failure (system)

✔

E0005

MQ access failure

E0007

DES encryption data failure

E0012

SQL COMMAND failure(data)

✔

E0101

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
Sender is not qualified for the user of uniform (allowance form
invoice.
number)

E0102

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The alphabetic letters number of uniform
(allowance form
invoice is not the purchased part.
number)

E0103

Sum of uniform invoices does not match the
total amount.

E0104

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
Buyer is not qualified for the use of uniform (allowance form
invoice.
number)

E0105
E0106

Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date

Seller

Seller
✔

Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date

Seller
✔

The total amount of invoice cannot be zero.
The quantity of uniform invoices cannot be
zero.

✔

E0107

Tax ID number
No. $pieces of Invoice Validate Fail. The year
(allowance form
alphabetic letters on the invoice is incorrect.
number)

E0108

Not qualified for invoice exchange

E0109

Not qualified for invoice storage

E0110

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The tax ID number cannot be sent with the
(allowance form
sender’s tax ID number.
number)

E0111

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The tax ID number cannot be sent with the
(allowance form
receiver’s tax ID number.
number)

E0112

The non-zero-tax-rate clearance shall be left
blank.

E0113

No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail.The dedicatedalphabetic lettershas been
occupied by another business entity.

E0114

The dedicated alphabetic letters cannot be
uploaded with ERP interface

Fiscal Information Agency

Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date

Seller

Sender’s
(receiver’s)
routing code
Sender’s routing
code
Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date

Seller

Seller
✔

Tax ID number
(allowance form
number)

Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date

Seller
✔
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E0115

E0116
E0117

E0118

E0119

E0120

E0126
E0127

E0128

E0129

E0130
E0131
E0132
E0133
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The sender’s
(receiver’s)
The value-added service center is not qualified routing code
Route setting
E-Invoice
Blacklist
for the user of E-Invoice.
corresponds to the status
activated
business entity’s
tax ID number
The sender’s tax ID number does not match
the one registered with the competent
authority.
B2C identity is not qualified for sending
invoices for others.
The sender’s
(receiver’s)
Sender’s
routing code
B2B identity is not qualified for sending
(receiver’s)
corresponds to
invoices for others.
routing code
the business
entity’s tax ID
number
B2C identity is not qualified for invoice
exchange.
The sender’s
Sender’s tax ID
(receiver’s)
number(SenderId)
The identity of an independent third party
Sender’s
routing code
or receiver’s tax
value-added service center is not qualified for
(receiver’s)
corresponds to
ID
sending its own invoices.
routing code the business
number(RecevierI
entity’s tax ID
d)
number
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (aB2Cidentity is used for this
transmission)
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (aB2B identity is used for this
transmission)
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (the buyer’s identity of
value-added service center is used for this
transmission)
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (the seller’s identity of
value-added service center is used for this
transmission)
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (the identity of an independent
third party value-added service center is used
for this transmission)
The sender’s routing code does not match the
Sender’s
Log-in account
FTP account.
routing code
The file to be uploaded does not exist.
Filename
Process error; it should be [B2C | B2B |
Process type
B2G|B2P]

E0134

The file to be uploaded has an incorrect size

File size in
SIG(kb)

E0135

The name of file to be uploaded has been
used.

Filename

E0136

No business entity is found corresponding to
the routing code.

Sender’s
(receiver’s)
routing code

E0137
E0138

E0139

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Actual file
size(kb)

The business entity corresponding to the
routing code is not qualified for invoice
exchange.
A third-party value-added center cannot send
data for itself.

✔
✔

Sender’s tax ID
number(SenderId) Sender’s
The business entity did not authorize a
or receiver’s tax (receiver’s)
transmission with the routing code for others.
ID
routing code
number(RecevierI

Fiscal Information Agency
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d)

E0140
E0141

Only one invoice for every B2B exchange
No. of invoices
The name of file to be uploaded too long; 100
characters max

E0142

The file to be uploaded too large; 30MB max

E0143

The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoice.

E0144

The receiver is not qualified for using
E-Invoice.

E0145
E0146

Actual file
size(kb)
Sender’s tax ID
number
(SenderId)
Receiver’s
uniform number
(ReceiverId)

The receiver does not agree to receive
E-Invoices or the way to receive E-Invoices is Tax ID number
not defined by sender/receiver.
The receiver’s way to receive has been
changed. Delete the receiver settings in the
Turnkey and send again.

E0201

Tax ID number
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail.
(allowance form
Message is repeated.
number)

E0202

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The information for invoice issuing does not (allowance form
exist.
number)

E0203

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The information for invoice cancellation does (allowance form
not exist.
number)

E0204

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The information for invoice rejection does not (allowance form
exist.
number)

E0205

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The information for issuing allowance
(allowance form
certificate does not exist.
number)

E0206

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The information for allowance certificate
(allowance form
cancellation does not exist.
number)

E0207

Data has expired.

E0208

Data is not current.
Invoice dates and number must be in
sequence.
Allowance certificate and confirmation cannot
be sent together.

E0209
E0210
E0211

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
Invoice allowance is not possible; check the (allowance form
invoice status.
number)

E0212

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The invoice cannot be acknowledged; check (allowance form
the invoice status.
number)

E0213

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The invoice cannot be cancelled; check the
(allowance form
invoice status.
number)

E0214

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The invoice cannot be rejected; check the
(allowance form

Fiscal Information Agency

Uniform
invoice date

Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,
rejection)date
Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,
rejection) date

Seller

Buyer

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

✔
✔
✔
Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,

Buyer

Seller

Seller

Seller

Seller
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number)

E0215

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The invoice cancellation cannot be confirmed; (allowance form
check the invoice status.
number)

E0216

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The invoice rejection cannot be confirmed;
(allowance form
check the invoice status.
number)

E0217

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The invoice allowance cannot be confirmed; (allowance form
check the allowance status.
number)

E0218

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The allowance cannot be cancelled; check the (allowance form
allowance status.
number)

E0219

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
The allowance cancellation cannot be
(allowance form
confirmed; check the allowance status.
number)

E0229

Message detail items repeated; check the
detail serial number.
The allowance amount is greater than the sales
amount on the invoice minus the amount
allowed.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail.
The amount of allowance is greater than the Tax ID number
sales amount on the invoice minus the amount (allowance form
allowed minus the amount on the allowance number)
notice to be confirmed.
The amount of cancelled allowance is smaller
than the amount allowed minus the amount
shown on the cancelled allowance certificate
to be confirmed.
The tax amount on the special invoice shall be
left blank.
The tax rates for special invoices shall be
2%,5%,15% and25%
The tax category of special invoices shall be
taxable.
The tax amount on the special invoice shall be
0.
The note for the clearance for zero-tax-rate
invoices is required.
Invoice data does not exist.

E0301

Signature validation failure (user)

E0302

Original text reading failure
This type of transaction code does not exist in
the system.
XML text format is incorrect.
Cause of error

E0220
E0221

E0222

E0223
E0224
E0225
E0226
E0227
E0228

E0303
E0304
E0305

E0306
E0307
E0308
E0309

cancellation,
rejection)date
Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,
rejection) date

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

✔

✔

Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date

Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date
Invoice
Tax ID number
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail.
(allowance,
(allowance form
Buyer
The XML text cannot be parsed.
cancellation,
number)
rejection) date
No. of invoices in Actual no. of
The number of invoices is incorrect.
SIG
invoices
The signature does not match the tax ID
number.
The total amount of allowance is greater than
invoice amount.
Tax ID number
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail.
(allowance form
The check of XML text contents failed.
number)

Fiscal Information Agency

Seller
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

Seller

Seller

✔
✔
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E0311

Failure to write in invoice message
This is not a B2C invoice certificate message
type
This is not a B2B invoice certificate message
type
This is not a B2B invoice exchange message
type
This is not a B2P invoice certificate message
type
This invoice has been rejected.

E0312
E0313
E0314
E0315
E0401
E0402
E0403
E0404
E0405
E0406
E0407

E0408
E0501
E0502
E0503
E0504

This invoice has been cancelled.
The invoice associated with the allowance
certificate has been cancelled.
The buyer is a government agency and
therefore cannot issue an allowance
certificate.
The buyer is a government agency and
therefore cannot confirm an allowance
certificate.
The buyer is a government agency and
therefore cannot cancel an allowance
certificate.
The buyer is a government agency and
therefore cannot confirm a cancelled
allowance certificate.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail.
The buyer is a government agency and
therefore cannot accept an invoice issued by a
steel company.
Failure to exchange to the object directly
interfacing with sender/receiver
Dispatching settings corresponding to the
routing code are not found.
The field shall not be left blank.

E1002

Invoice message processing is successful.
Tax ID number / format of the invoice as a
gift is incorrect.
The invoice issuing date shall not be too early.

E1003

B2C invoices are issued repeatedly.

E1004

Outside of the time range for transmission.

E1001

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Tax ID number
(allowance form
number)

Invoice
(allowance,
Buyer
cancellation,
rejection) date

Seller

Receiver’s routing
code
Receiver’s routing
code

Not for new version

E0310

Turnkey User’s Manual, ver.2.9

System error

E0002

Database access failure (system)

E0003

Transaction log table failure

✔

E0004

Signature validation failure(system)

✔

E0005

MQ access failure

E0007

DES data encryption failure

E0012

SQL COMMAND failure(data)

E0101

No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number Invoice
Seller is not qualified for using E-Invoice.
(allowance form (allowance,

Fiscal Information Agency

Parameter3

Message certificate successful

E0001

Parameter2

00000

Parameter1

Status

Parameter0

Code

✔
Buyer

Seller
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number)

E0102
E0103
E0104
E0105
E0106
E0107

E0108
E0109
E0110

E0111
E0112
E0113
E0114

E0115

E0116
E0117

E0118

E0119

E0120

cancellation,
rejection) date

Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The alphabetic letters number of uniform
(allowance form
cancellation,
invoice is not the purchased part.
number)
rejection) date
Sum of uniform invoices does not match the
total amount.
Invoice
Tax ID number
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail.
(allowance,
(allowance form
Buyer is not qualified for using E-Invoice.
cancellation,
number)
rejection) date
The total amount of invoice shall not be zero.
The quantity of invoice details shall not be
zero.
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The year alphabetic lettersof invoice is
(allowance form
cancellation,
incorrect.
number)
rejection) date
Sender’s
No qualification for invoice exchange
(receiver’s)
routing code
Sender’s routing
No qualification for invoice storage
code
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The tax ID number cannot be sent with the
(allowance form
cancellation,
sender’s tax ID number.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The tax ID number cannot be sent with the
(allowance form
cancellation,
receiver’s tax ID number.
number)
rejection) date
The non-zero-tax-rate clearance shall be left
blank.
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The dedicated alphabetic letters has been
(allowance form
cancellation,
occupied by another business entity.
number)
rejection) date
The dedicated alphabetic letters cannot be
uploaded with ERP interface
The sender’s
(receiver’s)
routing code
The value-added service center is not qualified
Route setting
corresponds to
for the user of E-Invoice.
status
the business
entity’s tax ID
number
The sender’s tax ID number does not match
the one registered with the competent
authority.
B2C identity is not qualified for sending
invoices for others.
The sender’s
(receiver’s)
Sender’s
routing code
B2B identity is not qualified for sending
(receiver’s)
corresponds to
invoices for others.
routing code
the business
entity’s tax ID
number
B2C identity is not qualified for invoice
exchange.
Sender’s tax ID
number
The identity of an independent third party
Sender’s
(SenderId) or
value-added service center is not qualified for
(receiver’s)
receiver’s tax ID
sending its own invoices.
routing code
number
(RecevierId)

Fiscal Information Agency

Buyer

Seller
✔

Buyer

Seller
✔
✔

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller
✔

Buyer

Seller
✔

Blacklist

Activate
E-Invoice

✔
✔
✔

✔
The
sender’s
(receiver’s
) routing
code
correspond
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s to the
business
entity’s tax
ID number

E0126
E0127

E0128

E0129

E0130
E0131
E0132
E0133

The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (aB2Cidentity is used for this
transmission)
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (aB2B identity is used for this
transmission)
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (the buyer’s identity of
value-added service center is used for this
transmission)
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (the seller’s identity of
value-added service center is used for this
transmission)
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (the identity of an independent
third party value-added service center is used
for this transmission)
The sender’s routing code does not match the
Log-in account
FTP account.
The file to be uploaded does not exist.
Filename
Process error; it should be[B2C | B2B |
Process type
B2G|B2P]

E0134

The file to be uploaded has an incorrect size

File size in
SIG(kb)

E0135

The name of file to be uploaded has been
used.

Filename

E0136

No business entity is found corresponding to
the routing code.

Sender’s
(receiver’s)
routing code

E0137
E0138

E0139

E0140
E0141

E0143

The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoice.

E0144

The receiver is not qualified for using
E-Invoice.

E0201

✔

✔

Sender’s routing
code

Actual file
size(kb)

✔
✔

Sender’s tax ID
number(SenderI
Sender’s
The business entity did not authorize a
d) or receiver’s
(receiver’s)
transmission with the routing code for others. tax ID
routing code
number(Recevie
rId)
Only one invoice for every B2B exchange
No. of invoices
The name of file to be uploaded too long; 100
characters max
The file to be uploaded too large; 30MB max

E0146

✔

The business entity corresponding to the
routing code is not qualified for invoice
exchange.
A third-party value-added center cannot send
data for itself.

E0142

E0145

✔

Actual file
size(kb)
Sender’s tax ID
number
(SenderId)
Receiver’s tax
ID number
(ReceiverId)

The receiver does not agree to receive
E-Invoices or the way to receive E-Invoices is Tax ID number
not defined by sender/receiver.
The receiver’s way to receive has been
changed. Delete the receiver settings in the
Turnkey and send again.
Tax ID number
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail.
(allowance form
Message is repeated.
number)

Fiscal Information Agency

Invoice date

Seller

Buyer

Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,

Buyer

Seller
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rejection) date

E0202

E0203

E0204

E0205

E0206
E0207
E0208
E0209
E0210
E0211

E0212

E0213

E0214

E0215

E0216

E0217

E0218

E0219
E0220
E0221

Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The information for invoice issuing does not (allowance form
cancellation,
exist.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The information for invoice cancellation does (allowance form
cancellation,
not exist.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The information for invoice rejection does not (allowance form
cancellation,
exist.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The information for issuing allowance
(allowance form
cancellation,
certificate does not exist.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The information for allowance certificate
(allowance form
cancellation,
cancellation does not exist.
number)
rejection) date
Data has expired.

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Data is not current.
Invoice dates and number must be in
sequence.
Allowance certificate and confirmation cannot
be sent together.
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
Invoice allowance is not possible; check the (allowance form
cancellation,
invoice status.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The invoice cannot be acknowledged; check (allowance form
cancellation,
the invoice status.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The invoice cannot be cancelled; check the
(allowance form
cancellation,
invoice status.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The invoice cannot be rejected; check the
(allowance form
cancellation,
invoice status.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The invoice cancellation cannot be confirmed; (allowance form
cancellation,
check the invoice status.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The invoice rejection cannot be confirmed;
(allowance form
cancellation,
check the invoice status.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The invoice allowance cannot be confirmed; (allowance form
cancellation,
check the allowance status.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The allowance cannot be cancelled; check the (allowance form
cancellation,
allowance status.
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail. Tax ID number
(allowance,
The allowance cancellation cannot be
(allowance form
cancellation,
confirmed; check the allowance status.
number)
rejection) date
Message detail items repeated; check the
detail serial number.
The allowance amount is greater than the sales

Fiscal Information Agency
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E0229

amount on the invoice minus the amount
allowed.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail.
The amount of allowance is greater than the Tax ID number
sales amount on the invoice minus the amount (allowance form
allowed minus the amount on the allowance number)
notice to be confirmed.
The amount of cancelled allowance is smaller
than the amount allowed minus the amount
shown on the cancelled allowance certificate
to be confirmed.
The tax amount on the special invoice shall be
left blank.
The tax rates for special invoices shall be
2%,5%,15% and 25%
The tax category of special invoices shall be
taxable.
The tax amount on the special invoice shall be
0.
The note for the clearance for zero-tax-rate
invoices is required.
Invoice data does not exist.

E0301

Signature validation failure (user)

E0302

Original text reading failure
This type of transaction code does not exist in
the system.
XML text format is incorrect.
Cause of error

E0222

E0223

E0224
E0225
E0226
E0227
E0228

E0303
E0304
E0305

E0306
E0307
E0308
E0309
E0310
E0311
E0312
E0313
E0314
E0315
E0401
E0402
E0403
E0404
E0405
E0406
E0407

Turnkey User’s Manual, ver.2.9

Invoice
(allowance,
cancellation,
rejection) date

Invoice
Tax ID number
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail.
(allowance,
(allowance form
The check of XML text contents failed.
cancellation,
number)
rejection) date
Invoice
Tax ID number
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail.
(allowance,
(allowance form
The XML text cannot be parsed.
cancellation,
number)
rejection) date
N. of invoices in Actual no. of
The number of invoices is incorrect.
SIG
invoices
The signature does not match the tax ID
number.
The total amount of allowance is greater than
invoice amount.
Signature validation failure (error code)

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Buyer

Seller

Failure to write in invoice message
This is not a B2C invoice certificate message
type
This is not a B2B invoice certificate message
type
This is not a B2B invoice exchange message
type
This is not a B2P invoice certificate message
type
This invoice has been rejected.
This invoice has been cancelled.
The invoice associated with the allowance
certificate has been cancelled.
The buyer is a government agency and
therefore cannot issue an allowance
certificate.
The buyer is a government agency and
therefore cannot confirm an allowance
certificate.
The buyer is a government agency and
therefore cannot cancel an allowance
certificate.
The buyer is a government agency and

Fiscal Information Agency
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therefore cannot confirm a cancelled
allowance certificate.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate Fail.
The buyer is a government agency and
therefore cannot accept an invoice issued by a
steel company.
Failure to exchange to the object directly
interfacing with sender/receiver
Dispatching settings corresponding to the
routing code are not found.
The field shall not be left blank.

E1002

Invoice message processing is successful.
Tax ID number / format of the invoice as a
gift is incorrect.
The invoice issuing date shall not be too early.

E1003

B2C invoices are issued repeatedly.

E1004

Outside of the time range for transmission.

E1001

(2)

Invoice
Tax ID number
(allowance,
(allowance form
cancellation,
number)
rejection) date
Sender’s routing
code
Receiver’s
routing code

Buyer

Seller

Daily transmission result report

The Platform will generate the statistics of quantity of invoices
uploaded in the previous day and the result of every piece of data
processed at 1:00AM everyday based on the senders and receivers of
data uploaded and exchanged by every Turnkey user. At the scheduled
time, the “DownCast” in Turnkey will download the processing result
file from the Platform to the corresponding Turnkey directory, and the
file is then processed and moved to
the directory
Unpack/BAK/SummaryResult/$yyyyMMdd/$HH.
There are two types of files to be downloaded; one is the quantity of
invoice data uploaded to the Platform in the previous day, and the other
is the processing result of every piece of data, as described below.
(1) Quantity of invoice data processed
The filename format is “$Sender’s tax ID number_$Sender’s
routing code_$Receiver’s tax ID number_$Receiver’s routing
code_$yyyyMMddHHmmssSSS-Final.SummaryResult.” There is only a
single quantity in that file that indicates how many pieces of data were
transmitted by the Turnkey in the previous day, or how many pieces of
invoice data were exchanged with receivers.
If the receiver’s tax ID number=0000000000, it means that the
invoice data in the file is B2C. If the receiver’s routing code =0, it means
that the invoice data in the file is for B2B or B2C certificate.
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(2) Invoice data processing list
The filename format is “$Sender’s tax ID number _$Sender’s
routing code_$Receiver’s tax ID number_$Receiver’s routing
code_$yyyyMMddHHmmssSSS.SummaryResult.”The file is in XML
format and contains the uploading and exchange result of every piece of
data transmitted by Turnkey in the previous day.
If the receiver’s tax ID number=0000000000, it means that the
invoice data in the file is B2C. If the receiver’s routing code=0, it means
that the invoice data in the file is for B2B or B2C certificate.
The contents of XMLSchema - SummaryResult.xsd for this XML
file is described below. Some of the patterns are described in
GenericResult_3.0.xsd. Please refer to “VI.3 Return message from the
E-Invoice Platform” of this Manual:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<xsd:schema targetNamespace="urn: GEINV:SummaryResult:3.0" xmlns="urn: GEINV:SummaryResult:3.0"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xsd:include schemaLocation="GenericResult_3.0.xsd" />
<xsd:element name="SummaryResult">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="RoutingInfo">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<!-- Sender business entity -->
<xsd:element name="From" type="PartyInfoType" />
<!-- Sender’srouting code-->
<xsd:element name="FromVAC" type="RoutingInfoType" />
<!--Receiver business entity-->
<xsd:element name="To" type="PartyInfoType" />
<!--Receiver’s routing code -->
<xsd:element name="ToVAC" type="RoutingInfoType" />
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element name="DetailList">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="Message" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="5000">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<!-- SIG-related info: filename, invoice quantity, message type, service type, process type -->
<xsd:element name="Info" type="InfoType" />
<!-- The processing result statistics for every uniform invoice consist of total quantity, quantity of
successes, quantity of failures and the invoice numbers corresponding to each of these quantities -->
<xsd:element name="Result" type="ResultType" />
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:schema>
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VII. Upload Status Inquiry
There are several ways for users to find out the results of the invoices
uploaded in the Turnkey, as shown below.
1. Use the Turnkey message inquiry tool
The transaction log search of Turnkey allows users to search for the
transmission status for an invoice uploaded or downloaded and the error
event description when an error occurs.
For example, a user wants to know the status of invoices uploaded
during a certain day. He may start by setting the 【Start time】 at 0:00 of that
day, 【End time】 at 23:59 of that day and 【I/O】 as O (send), and will get
the transmission results for all the invoices transmitted on that day. If only
the invoices with transmission error are to be searched, the 【Status】 can be
set at E (error).

For the descriptions of message search in detail, refer to “V.14 View
message logs” and “V.16 Message log statistics” of this Manual.
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Direct inquiry to the Turnkey database

If a user wishes to search for the data of a specific invoice number or
issue date, or find out the total quantity of successes or failures for invoices
of a specific date, he will have to search the database directly using SQL
syntax. For the structure of data tables, refer to “IX.3 Turnkey data tables
and fields” of this Manual.
The Turnkey database related event log TABLE is described below.
When a business entity uploads invoices, Turnkey will add an entry to
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG. The value in the INVOICE_IDENTIFIER
field of TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG varies depending on MIG message
type. The following table provides the composition format for the
corresponding INVOICE_IDENIFIER field values by MIG message type.
MIG message type

INVOICE_IDENIFIER

A0101

A0101 + InvoiceNumber + InvoiceDate

A0102

A0102 + InvoiceNumber + InvoiceDate

A0201

A0201 + CancelInvoiceNumber + CancelDate

A0202

A0202 + CancelInvoiceNumber + CancelDate

A0301

A0301 + RejectInvoiceNumber + RejectDate

A0302

A0302 + RejectInvoiceNumber + RejectDate

A0401

A0401 + InvoiceNumber + InvoiceDate

A0501

A0501 + CancelInvoiceNumber + CancelDate

A0601

A0601 + RejectInvoiceNumber + RejectDate

B0101

B0101 + AllowanceNumber + AllowanceDate

B0102

B0102 + AllowanceNumber + AllowanceDate

B0201

B0201 + CancelAllowanceNumber + CancelDate

B0202

B0202 + CancelAllowanceNumber + CancelDate

B0401

B0401 + AllowanceNumber + AllowanceDate

B0501

B0501 + CancelAllowanceNumber + CancelDate

C0401

C0401 + InvoiceNumber + InvoiceDate

C0501

C0501 + CancelInvoiceNumber + CancelDate

C0701

C0701 + VoidInvoiceNumber + VoidDate

D0401

D0401 + AllowanceNumber + AllowanceDate
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D0501 + CancelAllowanceNumber + CancelDate

The TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL keeps a record of every
task for every invoice in TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG (e.g. file conversion,
packing, upload, download, unpack, etc.) The REFERENCE fields for these
two tables are SEQNO and SUBSEQNO. If an error is reported at the
TURNKEY end or grand platform end, an entry will be added to
TURNKEY_SYSEVENT_LOG and a correlation established based on
SEQNO, SUBSEQNO and UUID fields and TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG.
However, if the cause of error is the PACK analysis or signature validation
error of the entire packet, it will not be written back to SEQNO and
SUBSEQNO. It has to be traced back from UUID and EVENTDTS fields to
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG.
The following are commonly used SQLs and descriptions:
(1) To search for the data of a certain invoice, the
"INVOICE_IDENTIFIER" field may be used. The
INVOICE_IDENTIFIER consists of invoice contents: $Invoice
type$Invoice (allowance) number$Date. Different dates are used
for different types of data in the format of yyyyMMdd:
◆ Issuing type for issuing date
◆ Reply type, which is the issuing date of the original message
◆ Cancellation type, cancellation date
◆ Rejection type, rejection date
(2) With the invoice date and type known, it is possible to search with
the complete INVOICE_IDENTIFIER:
SELECT STATUS
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHERE INVOICE_IDENTIFIER = ? ;
For example:
SELECT STATUS
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHERE INVOICE_IDENTIFIER = 'A0101VL2412418420110908' ;

Status description:
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G: Processed (invoice uploaded)
C: Confirmed (Server confirms the receipt of invoice)
P: Processing
E: Error
I: Interrupted
(3) If the invoice date is unknown, the invoice processing date can be
used:
SELECT STATUS
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHERE MESSAGE_DTS > ? AND MESSAGE_DTS < ? AND INVOICE_IDENTIFIER
LIKE ? ;
For example:
SELECT STATUS
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHERE MESSAGE_DTS > '201109080' AND MESSAGE_DTS < '201109089'
AND INVOICE_IDENTIFIER LIKE 'A0101VL24124184%';

(4) If the method above does not find the invoice status, it could be an
error during format conversion that prevents the information of
invoice number. For this, search by message processing interval
and then with SEQNO and SUBSEQNO for the invoice file in
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL.
SELECT SEQNO, SUBSEQNO, INVOICE_IDENTIFIER, STATUS
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHERE MESSAGE_DTS > ? AND MESSAGE_DTS < ?
For example:
SELECT SEQNO, SUBSEQNO, INVOICE_IDENTIFIER, STATUS
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHERE MESSAGE_DTS > '20120202' AND MESSAGE_DTS < '20120203';
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SELECT STATUS, FILENAME
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHERE SEQNO = ? AND SUBSEQNO = ?;
For example:
SELECT STATUS, FILENAME
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL
WHERE SEQNO = 'C220004A' and SUBSEQNO = '00001';

(5) Search for the list of invoices sent and received by the start and end
dates of transmission.
Search for an invoice sent
SELECT *
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHERE MESSAGE_DTS > '201109080' AND MESSAGE_DTS < '201109089'
AND IN_OUT_BOUND = 'O';
Search for an invoice received
SELECT *
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHERE MESSAGE_DTS > '201109080' AND MESSAGE_DTS < '201109089'
AND IN_OUT_BOUND = 'I';

(6) Search for a downloaded invoice, file path and name with a known
invoice number
First find out the SEQNO and SUBSEQNO of the invoice to be searched
SELECT SEQNO, SUBSEQNO
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHERE INVOICE_IDENTIFIER = 'A0101VL2412418420110908' ;
Then, search in TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL with SEQNO and
SUBSEQNO as criteria.
SELECT FILENAME
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL
WHERE SEQNO = 'B9R00096'
AND SUBSEQNO = '00001'
AND TASK='ReceiveTarget';
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(7) For the transmission detail of an invoice, search in the
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL table, which is used to
confirm the transmission status in details.
1. There are three types of task status (UpCast, Pack, SendFile)
when receiving invoices, and two more will emerge
(ReceiveFile, Unpack) after receiving the processing result.
2. There are 4 types of task status when downloading invoices
(ReceiveFile, Unpack, DownCast, ReceiveTarget).
First find out the SEQNO and SUBSEQNO of the invoice to be searched
SELECT SEQNO,SUBSEQNO
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHEREINVOICE_IDENTIFIER = 'A0101VL2412418420110908';
Then, search in TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL with SEQNO and
SUBSEQNO as criteria.
SELECT *
FROMTURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL
WHERE SEQNO = 'B9R00095'
AND SUBSEQNO = '00001'
ORDER BY PROCESS_DTS;

(8) For errors of invoice processing, to search for the cause of an
invoice error, it is possible to search in
TURNKEY_SYSEVENT_LOG for more information.
Condition 1:
First find out the SEQNO and SUBSEQNO of the invoice to be searched
SELECT SEQNO,SUBSEQNO
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHERE INVOICE_IDENTIFIER = 'A0101VL2412418420110908';
Then, search in TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL with SEQNO and
SUBSEQNO as criteria.
SELECT *
FROM TURNKEY_SYSEVENT_LOG
WHERE SEQNO = 'B9R00095'
AND SUBSEQNO = '00001';
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Condition 2: the invoice conversion is successful but an error occurs during
transmission because the UUID is recorded, rather than SEQNO and
SUBSEQNO, in the packed invoice file.
First find out the UUID of the invoice to be searched
SELECT UUID
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG
WHERE INVOICE_IDENTIFIER = 'A0101VL2412418420110908';
Then, search in TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL with UUID as criteria.
SELECT *
FROM TURNKEY_SYSEVENT_LOG
WHERE UUID ='00c6e5e6-b604-45f0-837c-4a5878f43d3f';

(9) Search for the quantities of successful and failed invoice
transmissions of the day with the transmission date as the criteria
(Oct 12, 2011)
SELECT TML.STATUS, COUNT(*)
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG TML
WHERE TML.MESSAGE_TYPE = 'A0101'
AND TML.MESSAGE_DTS >= '20111012000000000'
AND TML.MESSAGE_DTS <'20111012235959999'
GROUP BY(TML.STATUS);

(10) Search for the quantities of successful and failed invoice
transmissions of the day with the invoice issuing date as the criteria
(Oct 12, 2011)
SELECT TML.STATUS, COUNT(*)
FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG TML
WHERE TML.MESSAGE_TYPE = 'A0101'
AND TML.MESSAGE_DTS >= '20111012000000000''
AND TML.INVOICE_IDENTIFIER LIKE '%20111012'
GROUP BY(TML.STATUS);

(11) Descript of Message Log Statistics SQL
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SELECT DISTINCT main.* FROM TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG main,
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL detail
WHERE main.FROM_PARTY_ID = on screen ”Sender Tax Id”
AND main.TO_PARTY_ID = on screen “Receiver Tax Id”
AND main.MESSAGE_TYPE = on screen “Message Type”
AND main.CATEGORY_TYPE = on screen “Category Type”
AND main.PROCESS_TYPE = on screen “Process Type”
AND main.STATUS = on screen “Status”
AND main.IN_OUT_BOUND = on screen “I/O”
AND detail.FILENAME LIKE on screen “FileName”
AND main.SEQNO = detail.SEQNO
AND main.SUBSEQNO = detail.SUBSEQNO
AND main.MESSAGE_DTS >= on screen “Start Time”
AND main.MESSAGE_DTS <= on screen “End Time”
ORDER BY main.MESSAGE_DTS
If query result STATUS field equals “E”, then take
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG’s SEQNO、SUBSEQNO and UUID Query
TURNKEY_SYSEVENT_LOG，SQL as shown below:
SELECT * FROM TURNKEY_SYSEVENT_LOG WHERE ((SEQNO = ? AND
SUBSEQNO = ?) OR UUID LIKE ?) ORDER BY EVENTDTS LIMIT 1

Since the clearing performed regularly will remove the contents of this
table, it is suggested to keep a copy of the table in the database of its internal
application on a regular basis if the user’s internal application has to be
integrated with the Turnkey requirements. This also prevents the poor
performance of searching as the quantity of data grows.
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Parse daily summary results from the E-Invoice Platform

The daily summary result (SummaryResult) transmitted from the
Platform provides the uploading status for every packet uploaded from the
Turnkey in the previous day and the every invoice it contains. The Turnkey
user may check the invoice date generated in his ERP system against the
successful and failed invoice date in the SummaryResult to confirm that
every invoice uploaded is successfully saved in the E-Invoice Platform.
To check the summary results, refer to the “Process for business entities
to check uploaded invoice results” in the Platform.
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VIII. Turnkey Backup
There are two types of data in Turnkey, settings and transactions,
depending on how they are used. They are stored in either database or files.
Users are recommended to develop a good habit to back data up from the
Turnkey system to a secure storage environment on a regular basis, so that the
system will remain functioning in case of hardware malfunctioning or other
accidents. However, when an accident does unfortunately occur, the regular data
backup mechanism helps shorten the time, manpower and cost to reinstall and
set up. Users may have different strategies and tools for data backup depending
on applications and storage methods.
1. Configuration data
The users may duplicate or export the environmental settings of
Turnkey and later copy the backup files or export them into the table tables
while reinstalling the Turnkey to reduce the manpower and time for program
configuration.
(1) Configuration tables
The following are setting tables used for program configuration:
✓ form_config: senders’ tax ID numbers and route configuration
✓ schedule_config: schedule configuration
✓ sign_config: certificate configuration
✓ task_config: task appendix configuration
✓ to_config: receivers’ tax ID numbers and route configuration
✓ turnkey_transport_config: transmission account and password
configuration
✓ turnkey_user_config: log-in account, password and role
configuration
The backup and backup restoration of database program can be
used for these data tables to save the table contents into backup files
which can be later restored when needed. Refer to the user’s manual of
the database used for details.
(2) Profiles
The profiles of Turnkey are located in /bin/conf at its installation
position. They contain mostly the information of database connection
parameter files, system configuration and message notification settings
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established when configuring the Turnkey environment. In addition, if a
software certificate is used when a user installs a certificate file in
Turnkey, a copy of the software certificate file will be saved in /cert.
✓ /bin/conf/ logging.xml
✓ /bin/conf/notification.xml
✓ /bin/conf/einvTurnkeyConfig.xml
✓ /bin/conf/xdao_template.xml
✓ /bin/conf/xdao.xml
✓ /bin/conf/einvUserConfig.xml
✓ /cert/xxxxx.pfx
For the files shown above, users are recommended to make a copy
and keep that copy in a separate computer or another storage media after
the Turnkey is set up. These files can just be copied back to their
respective directories should there be a need to reinstall.
2.

Transaction data

The transaction data are the historic records of invoice transmission and
invoice files actually uploaded or downloaded. These data are mostly deleted
periodically by the clearing task of the Turnkey.
(1) Transaction data tables
The following are data tables used for the logs of invoice
upload/download messages.
✓ turnkey_message_log: master files of uploading/downloading
messages (one piece of data for an invoice or a packet)
✓ turnkey_message_log_detail: details
uploading/downloading messages

of

every

step

of

✓ turnkey_sysevent_log: error message files
In general this part of data does not require backup. However, if a
user does not have lots of invoices to be processed (e.g. fewer than 500
invoices per day) and the invoiced data or status processed in Turnkey
are not synchronized to other systems, the user may still back up this part
of data, so that the user will still be able to search for historic records of
data uploading and downloading with the “View message logs” of
Turnkey after its reinstallation or recovery from incident.
The backup and backup restoration of database program can be used
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for the backup of these data. Refer to the user’s manual of the database
used for details.
(2) Transaction file
Transaction files are the original files of invoice data uploaded and
downloaded and the signature/packet files generated when Turnkey
processed tiles. For the storage directories and description, refer to “VI.1
Upload and download processes” and “VI.2 Turnkey work directories”
of this Manual.
In general, files generated during the signature/packet processing do
not require backup. Only the original invoice data files uploaded and
data downloaded require backup. Once processed, the date uploaded will
be moved to /BAK (for successful conversion) or /ERR (for failed
conversion) directory in parallel to /SRC. For example, the file of an
issued
B2C
invoice
is
placed
in
“C:\Program
Files\EINVTurnkey\UpCast\B2CSTORE\A0101\BAK” and “C:\Program
Files\EINVTurnkey\UpCast\B2CSTORE\A0101\ERR.” Users may back
up the files in these directories.
The invoice data downloaded from the Platform are saved in
/RecvTarget, for example “C:\Program Files\EINVTurnkey\RecvTarget.”
Users may back up the entire directory if there is a need for backup.
3.

Back up internal file system

If “Internal file system” is selected for Turnkey in “Environment
settings > Database settings”, the records of all the “configuration data” and
transaction data” saved in the database will be kept in the files
EINVTurnkey.h2.db and EINVTurnkey.trace.db in \innerfs under the
Turnkey installation directory. Users need to back up these two files
regularly and restore them to the \innerfs directory when needed.
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IX. Appendices
1. Error message codes and troubleshooting
Turnkey error codes and descriptions
Code

Status

Cause or troubleshooting

-001

CONFIG: the necessary schedule work Information required is not defined in the database for
information is missing
Turnkey operations. Check that the settings of work
directories and schedule are defined.

-002

IO: error when processing file; target
file already exists

-

An error occurs when reading / writing a file. It could be
that the invoice file does not exist or the file is being used
by another program.
If this error occurs while reading an uploaded file, check
that the file has been generated and moved to the
directory for file uploading. Do not put a file that is still
being generated directly in the invoice uploading
directory.

-

The name for the file generated has been used during file
uploading or downloading. Consult with customer
service.

-003

INFO: sender’s tax ID number not
found

The corresponding settings are not found in Turnkey for the
sender’s tax ID number in the invoice. For invoice exchange,
check that this uniform invoice is defined in the sender
settings. For invoice certificate, check that the certificate agent
is checked.

-004

PARSER: error when parsing invoice

An error occurs when an invoice is being parsed. Check that:
1. The invoice format is correct and complies with MIG
requirements. Check particularly that the date field and
number fields comply with requirements.
2. The Turnkey directory settings are correct and the MIG
version, coding and patterns are consistent with the invoice
contents.
3. Invoice data are placed at the correct location and the
corresponding directories according to their MIG names.
If the settings above are all correct and the cause of error is
still not identified, send the file with error and a snapshot of
error page to the customer service to help you troubleshoot.
If this error occurs while downloading invoices, consult with
the customer service.

-005

TRANSFORM: error when converting A conversion error occurs when the old MIG data is converted
invoice version
to V3.0MIG for invoice uploading or V3.0MIG to old MIG for
invoice downloading. If this occurs generally to date
conversion, check that the invoice has the correct date format.
If the cause of error is not identified, consult with the customer
service.

-006

CHARSET: error when coding invoices An error occurs when the invoice is being coded. Consult with
the customer service.
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An error occurs when the invoice is encrypted / decrypted with
signature.
1. If this error occurs while setting up software certificate,
check that the certificate file used is a type accepted by the
E-Invoice Platform.
2. If this error occurs while using a software certificate for
signature, check that the certificate file exists in /cert under the
EINVTurnkey installation directory.
3. If this error occurs while using a card certificate for
signature, check that the card reader and card are correctly
installed and read normally (only one card reader is allowed).
Use the card testing tool HICOS to check that the card reader
and card are installed correctly.
If all of the above are correct and the cause of error is still not
identified, send the file with error and a snapshot of error page
to the customer service to help you troubleshoot.

-008

INVOICE_INVAILD: error in the
invoice contents; error when parsing
invoices.

The invoice contents do not comply with requirements. Check
that the invoice contains the officially published MIG format
with special attention on whether the required fields are
provided, date format, length and size restrictions, max/min
limits of numbers, and limits on content format.
Also, this error may occur due to incorrect MIG version,
coding or pattern selected in the directory settings.
If all of the above are correct and the cause of error is still not
identified, send the file with error and a snapshot of error page
to the customer service to help you troubleshoot.
If this error occurs while downloading invoices, consult with
the customer service.

-010

FILE_NOT_FOUND: error when
operating a file (file is not found)

The file cannot be found while processing the downloaded
file. Consult with the customer service.

-011

FILE_NAME_FORMAT: tax ID
number of sender/receiver not defined
or filename format incorrect

The name of file processed in Turnkey is found not to be in
the required format.
If this error occurs while uploading invoice data, it is usually
that the tax ID number of the invoice receiving business entity
(ToPartyId) and the routing code cannot be defined in the
sender’s settings of Turnkey, since this tax ID number is not
registered with the E-Invoice Platform.
If the error is a (FromPartyId) error, it is the tax ID number of
the sending business entity that is not defined in the sender
settings of Turnkey. For B2B exchange data, the tax ID
number of every sender has to be established in the sender
settings of Turnkey. For B2B and B2C certificates, a
certificate agent has to be specified in the sender settings.
If this error occurs while downloading invoices, consult with
the customer service.

-019

VERSION_NOT_SUPPORT: version
not supported

The invoices received by Turnkey are not in the version
supported by the system. Consult the customer service.

-012

NOTIFY: error notification from the
Center platform

The Platform is called for data processing after invoices are
uploaded. However, the Platform replies error with the data
contents. Correct the error according to the cause shown in the
center end reply.
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The following are common errors:
E0144- The receiver is not qualified for using E-Invoice: the
receiver cannot receive the invoices due to qualification issue
during B2B exchange.
E0132- The file to be uploaded does not exist: please provide
the UUID of the error record in order to allow the customer
service to check whether the data have been sent.
E0135- The name of file to be uploaded has been used: please
provide the UUID of the error record in order to allow the
customer service to check whether the data have been sent.

-015

NOTIFY_FAIL: Failure of notification An error occurs when calling for Webservice of the Platform.
from the Platform
Check that the HTTPS connection is functioning. If the
connection is good, contact the customer service.

-017

SEND_FAIL: Failure to send

The transmission fails. Check that the SFTP connection is
functioning. If the connection is good, contact the customer
service.

-018

RESENDING: resending

Resend the invoice data. Ignore this message if nothing
happens later on.

-020

UUID_NOT_FOUND: the uuid that
matches the return data of
ProcessResult cannot be found in the
database.

The ProcessResult report from the system contains an invoice
that does not correspond to the uuid of any invoice in the
database. It could be that the same transmission account and
password are defined in multiple Turnkeys or the invoice for
which the Platform reply has not yet received is deleted during
clearing, so that the Platform replies unable to find the
corresponding uploaded data.

-021

DB: error in operating database

An error occurs when attempting to connect the database, and
it is checked that the database used by Turnkey is functioning.
If the database is not cleared on a regular basis, it is possible
that the database contains too many historic data that cause the
poor performance of database. For users with no. of
invoices/day >1,000, it is recommended to clear the database
regularly.

-022

PROCESS_RESULT: ProcessResult
contains error message (see the center
end error message table)

The reply for the uploaded invoices received by the Platform
contains an error message. Correct the error according to the
cause shown in the center end reply.

-023

CLEAN_FAIL: failure to clear files

An error occurs when clearing expired files or data.

-024

RECV_FAIL: failure to receive

The attempt to receive files from the Platform fails usually due
to unstable network connection. If the error persists, and it is
checked that the environment where the Turnkey is operating
functions normally, please call the customer service for
assistance.

-025

RECV_DEL_FAIL: failure to delete file An error occurs when attempting to delete a file on the
Platform after the Platform received the file. Contact the
after receiving
customer service.

-026

CONNECTION_FAIL: error when
attempting to connect the Platform

The error that occurs when attempting to connect the center
end is usually caused by the unstable network connection. If
the error persists, and it is checked that the environment where
the Turnkey is operating functions normally, please call the
customer service for assistance.

-999

Unknown error

An unknown error occurs. Contact the customer service.
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Center end response message codes
Code
00000
E0001

Status
Message certificate successful
System error

E0002

Database access failure (system)

E0003

Transaction log table failure

E0004

Signature validation failure (system)

E0005

MQ access failure

E0007

DES encryption data failure

E0101

E0102
E0103
E0104
E0105
E0106
E0107
E0108
E0109
E0110
E0111
E0112
E0113
E0114
E0115
E0116
E0117
E0118

No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. Sender is not qualified for the user of
uniform invoice.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The alphabetic letters number of
uniform invoice is not the purchased part.
Sum of uniform invoices does not match
the total amount.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. Buyer is not qualified for the use of
uniform invoice.

Cause or troubleshooting
Message certificate is successful.
Center end system error; contact the customer service.
Error when the center end accesses database; contact
the customer service.
Error when the center end is recording; contact the
customer service.
Error when the center end is validating signature;
contact the customer service.
Error when the center end accesses MQ; contact the
customer service.
Error when the center end is adding signature; contact
the customer service.
The seller is not qualified for using E-Invoices; check
that the seller’s info is correct.
The alphabetic letters of uniform invoice is not the
purchased part. Check that the alphabetic letters is
correct.
The sum of uniform invoices does not match the total
amount. Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The buyer is not qualified for using E-Invoices; check
that the buyer’s info is correct.

The total amount of invoice cannot be 0; check that the
invoice contents are correct.
The quantity of uniform invoices cannot be The invoice data shall contain at least one invoice;
zero.
check that the invoice contents are correct.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
The year alphabetic letters on the invoice used is
Fail. The year alphabetic letters on the
incorrect. Check that the alphabetic letters used is
invoice is incorrect.
correct.
Not qualified for invoice exchange
Qualification is not approved for invoice exchange.
Not qualified for invoice certification
Qualification is not approved for invoice certification.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
The tax ID number cannot be sent with the sender’s tax
Fail. The tax ID number cannot be sent
ID number. Check that the information is correct.
with the sender’s tax ID number.
The zero-tax-rate clearance shall be
Business tax type (TaxType) is selected to be 2: for
optional.
zero-tax-rate, the clearance must be a required field.
The non-zero-tax-rate clearance shall be
Business tax type (TaxType) is not selected to be 2: for
left blank.
zero-tax-rate, the clearance field shall be left blank.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
The dedicated alphabetic letters has been occupied by
Fail. The dedicated alphabetic letters has another business entity. Check that the alphabetic
been occupied by another business entity. letters used is correct.
The dedicated alphabetic letters cannot be The dedicated alphabetic letters cannot be uploaded
uploaded with ERP interface
with ERP interface. Upload with Turnkey instead.
The value-added service center is not
The value-added service center is not qualified to use
qualified for the use of E-Invoice.
E-Invoice. Check that the information is correct.
The sender’s tax ID number does not
The sender’s tax ID number does not match the one
match the one registered with the
registered with the competent authority. Check that the
competent authority.
information is correct.
B2C identity is not qualified for sending
B2C identity is not qualified for sending invoices for
invoices for others.
others. Check that the identity is correct.
B2B identity is not qualified for sending
B2B identity is not qualified for sending invoices for
The total amount of invoice cannot be zero.
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E0119
E0120

E0126

E0127

E0128

E0129

E0130

E0131

invoices for others.
B2C identity is not qualified for invoice
exchange.
The identity of an independent third party
value-added service center is not qualified
for sending its own invoices.
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (B2C identity is used for this
transmission)
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (B2B identity is used for this
transmission)
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (the buyer’s identity of
value-added service center is used for this
transmission)
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (the seller’s identity of
value-added service center is used for this
transmission)
The sender is not qualified for using
E-Invoices (the identity of an independent
third party value-added service center is
used for this transmission)
The sender’s routing code does not match
with the FTP account.

E0132

The file to be uploaded does not exist.

E0133

Process error; it should be[B2C | B2B |
B2G]

E0134

The file to be uploaded has an incorrect
size

E0135
E0136
E0137
E0138
E0139
E0140
E0141
E0142
E0143
E0144
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others. Check that the identity is correct.
B2C identity is not qualified for invoice exchange.
Check that the identity is correct.
The identity of an independent third party value-added
service center is not qualified for sending its own
invoices. Check that the identity is correct.
The sender is not qualified for using E-Invoices. Check
that the identity is correct.
The sender is not qualified for using E-Invoices. Check
that the identity is correct.
The sender is not qualified for using E-Invoices. Check
that the identity is correct.

The sender is not qualified for using E-Invoices. Check
that the identity is correct.

The sender is not qualified for using E-Invoices. Check
that the identity is correct.
The sender’s routing code does not match the FTP
account. Check that the settings are correct.
The file to be uploaded is not found at the center side.
Contact the customer service.
Process error; check that the process is correct.

The size of the file uploaded to the center end is not
consistent with that uploaded when the WebService is
called for at the center end. Check that the file info is
correct.
The name of file to be uploaded has been A file with the same name has been processed at the
used.
center end. Check that the file is correct.
No business entity is found corresponding The business entity corresponding to the routing code
to the routing code.
does not exist. Check that the info is correct.
The business entity corresponding to the
The business entity corresponding to the routing code is
routing code is not qualified for invoice
not qualified for invoice exchange. Check that the info
exchange.
is correct.
A third-party value-added center cannot
A third-party value-added center cannot send data for
send data for itself.
itself.
The business entity did not authorize a
The business entity did not authorize a transmission
transmission with the routing code for
with the routing code for others.
others.
Only one invoice is allowed for every B2B exchange.
Only one invoice for every B2B exchange
Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The name of file to be uploaded too long; The name of file to be uploaded too long; 100
100 characters max
characters max. Check that the filename is correct.
The file to be uploaded too large; 30MB
The file to be uploaded too large; 30MB max. Check
max
that the file is correct.
The sender is not qualified for using
The sender is not qualified for using E-Invoice. Check
E-Invoice.
that the info is correct.
The receiver is not qualified for using
The receiver is not qualified for using E-Invoice. Check
E-Invoice.
that the info is correct.
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E0145

E0146
E0201
E0202

E0203

E0204

E0205

E0206

The receiver does not agree to receive
E-Invoices or the way to receive
E-Invoices is not defined by
sender/receiver.
The receiver’s way to receive has been
changed. Delete the receiver settings in the
Turnkey and send again.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. Message is repeated.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The information for invoice issuing
does not exist.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The information for invoice
cancellation does not exist.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The information for invoice rejection
does not exist.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The information for issuing allowance
certificate does not exist.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The information for allowance
certificate cancellation does not exist.

E0207

Data has expired.

E0208

Data is not current.

E0209

Invoice dates and numbers must be in
sequence.

E0210

Allowance certificate and confirmation
cannot be sent together.

E0211

E0212

E0213

E0214

E0215

E0216

E0217
E0218

No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. Invoice allowance is not possible;
check the invoice status.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The invoice cannot be acknowledged;
check the invoice status.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The invoice cannot be cancelled;
check the invoice status.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The invoice cannot be rejected; check
the invoice status.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The invoice cancellation cannot be
confirmed; check the invoice status.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The invoice rejection cannot be
confirmed; check the invoice status.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The invoice allowance cannot be
confirmed; check the allowance status.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The allowance cannot be cancelled;
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The receiver does not agree to receive E-Invoices or the
way to receive E-Invoices is not defined by
sender/receiver. Check that the info is correct.
The receiver’s way to receive has been changed. Delete
the receiver settings in the Turnkey and send again.
The message has been processed. Check that the
invoice contents are correct.
The information for invoice issuing does not exist.
Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The information for invoice cancellation does not exist.
Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The information for invoice rejection does not exist.
Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The information for issuing allowance certificate does
not exist. Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The information for allowance certificate cancellation
does not exist. Check that the invoice contents are
correct.
The data has expired. Check that the invoice contents
are correct.
The data is not current. Check that the invoice contents
are correct.
The invoice dates and numbers must be in sequence.
Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The allowance certificate and confirmation cannot be
sent by the same sender. Check that the invoice
contents are correct.
Invoice allowance is not possible; check the invoice
status.
The invoice cannot be acknowledged; check the
invoice status.
The invoice cannot be cancelled; check the invoice
status.
The invoice cannot be rejected; check the invoice
status.
The invoice cancellation cannot be confirmed; check
the invoice status.
The invoice rejection cannot be confirmed; check the
invoice status.
The invoice allowance cannot be confirmed; check the
allowance status.
The allowance cannot be cancelled; check the
allowance status.
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E0219
E0220
E0221

E0222

E0223

E0224
E0225
E0226
E0227
E0228

check the allowance status.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The allowance cancellation cannot be
confirmed; check the allowance status.
Message detail items repeated; check the
detail serial number.
The allowance amount is greater than the
sales amount on the invoice minus the
amount allowed.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Fail. The amount of allowance is greater
than the sales amount on the invoice minus
the amount allowed minus the amount on
the allowance notice to be confirmed.
The amount of cancelled allowance is
smaller than the amount allowed minus the
amount shown on the cancelled allowance
certificate to be confirmed.
The tax amount on the special invoice shall
be left blank.
The tax rates for special invoices shall be
2%,5%,15% and 25%
The tax category of special invoices shall
be taxable.
The tax amount on the special invoice shall
be 0.
The note for the clearance for zero-tax-rate
invoices is required.

E0229

Invoice data does not exist.

E0301

Signature validation failure (user)

E0302

Original text reading failure

E0303
E0304
E0305
E0306
E0307
E0308
E0309
E0310
E0311
E0312
E0313
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The allowance cancellation cannot be confirmed; check
the allowance status.
Message detail items are repeated. Check that the
invoice contents are correct.
The allowance amount is greater than the sales amount
on the invoice minus the amount allowed. Check that
the invoice contents are correct.
The amount of allowance is greater than the sales
amount on the invoice minus the amount allowed
minus the amount on the allowance notice to be
confirmed. Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The amount of cancelled allowance is smaller than the
amount allowed minus the amount shown on the
cancelled allowance certificate to be confirmed. Check
that the invoice contents are correct.
The tax amount on the special invoice shall be left
blank. Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The tax rates for special invoices shall be 2%,5%,15%
and 25%. Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The tax category of special invoices shall be taxable.
Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The tax amount on the special invoice shall be 0. Check
that the invoice contents are correct.
The note for the clearance for zero-tax-rate invoices is
required.
The invoice data does not exist. Check that the invoice
exists.

Failure to read the original text; contact the customer
service.
This type of transaction code does not exist This type of transaction code does not exist in the
in the system.
system. Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The XML text format is incorrect. Check that the
XML text format is incorrect.
invoice contents are correct.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
Failure to check the original text contents; check that
Fail. The check of XML text contents
the invoice contents are correct.
failed.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
The original text cannot be parsed. Check that the
Fail. The XML text cannot be parsed.
invoice contents are correct.
The number of invoices is incorrect. Check that the
The number of invoices is incorrect.
invoice contents are correct.
The signature does not match the tax ID
The signature does not match the tax ID number. Check
number.
that the invoice contents are correct.
The total amount of allowance is greater
The total amount of allowance is greater than invoice
than invoice amount.
amount. Check that the invoice contents are correct.
Signature validation failure; troubleshoot according to
Signature validation failure (error code)
the error codes in the Manual.
Failure to write in invoice message; contact the
Failure to write in invoice message
customer service.
This is not a B2C invoice certificate
This is not a B2C invoice certificate message type.
message type
Check that the invoice contents are correct.
This is not a B2B invoice certificate
This is not a B2B invoice certificate message type.
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E0314
E0315
E0401
E0402
E0403

E0404

E0405

E0406

E0407

E0408

E0501
E0502
E0503
E0504
E1001
E1002
E1003
E1004
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message type
This is not a B2B invoice exchange
message type
This is not a B2P invoice certificate
message type

Check that the invoice contents are correct.
This is not a B2B invoice exchange message type.
Check that the invoice contents are correct.
This is not a B2P invoice certificate message type.
Check that the invoice contents are correct.
Check that the invoice contents are correct. Check that
This invoice has been rejected.
the invoice contents are correct.
Check that the invoice contents are correct. Check that
This invoice has been cancelled.
the invoice contents are correct.
The invoice associated with the allowance certificate
The invoice associated with the allowance
has been cancelled. Check that the invoice contents are
certificate has been cancelled.
correct.
The buyer is a government agency and
The buyer is a government agency and therefore cannot
therefore cannot issue an allowance
issue an allowance certificate. Check that the invoice
certificate.
contents are correct.
The buyer is a government agency and
The buyer is a government agency and therefore cannot
therefore cannot confirm an allowance
confirm an allowance certificate. Check that the invoice
certificate.
contents are correct.
The buyer is a government agency and
The buyer is a government agency and therefore cannot
therefore cannot cancel an allowance
cancel an allowance certificate. Check that the invoice
certificate.
contents are correct.
The buyer is a government agency and
The buyer is a government agency and therefore cannot
therefore cannot confirm a cancelled
confirm a cancelled allowance certificate. Check that
allowance certificate.
the invoice contents are correct.
No. $record number of Invoice Validate
The buyer is a government agency and therefore cannot
Fail. The buyer is a government agency
accept an invoice issued by a steel company. Check
and therefore cannot accept an invoice
that the invoice contents are correct.
issued by a steel company.
Failure to exchange to the object directly Failure to exchange to the object directly interfacing
interfacing with sender/receiver
with sender/receiver; contact the customer service.
Dispatching settings corresponding to the Dispatching settings corresponding to the routing code
routing code are not found.
are not found. Check that the settings are correct.
The field shall not be left blank. Check that the invoice
The field shall not be left blank.
contents are correct.
Invoice message processing is successful. Invoice message processing is successful.
Tax ID number / format of the invoice as a Tax ID number / format of the invoice as a gift is
gift is incorrect.
incorrect. Check that the invoice contents are correct.
The invoice issuing date shall not be too
The invoice issuing date shall not be too early. Check
early.
that the invoice contents are correct.
B2C invoices are issued repeatedly. Check that the
B2C invoices are issued repeatedly.
invoice contents are correct.
Outside of the time range for transmission. Check that
Outside of the time range for transmission.
the invoice contents are correct.

Certificate signature response message codes
Message
code
5008

Message

Cause and remedy

Base64 code incorrect

Check that the signature value is coded with Base64.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.

5011

Certificate expired

5012

Certificate not legal and therefore not
usable

Check that the certificate is valid.

5013

Certificate expired or unable to use

Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
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5014

Certificate subject incorrect

5015

Certificate issuer not found

5016

Illegal certificate signature

5017

Certificate application
(encryption/decryption or certificate
validation) inappropriate

5020

Certificate withdrawn

5021

Certificate withdrawn (key leak)

5022

Certificate withdrawn (CA
compromised)

5023

Certificate withdrawn (alliance changed)

5024

Certificate withdrawn (replaced)

5025

Certificate withdrawn (stopped)

5026

Certificate reserved or suspended

5028

Certificate withdrawn (frozen)

5036

Illegal signature

5037

Contents incorrect

5040

Certificate format incorrect

5042

PKCS7 format incorrect

5043
5045

Key format incorrect
Format invalid

5051

No content in PKCS7 data

5052

No certificate in PKCS7 data

5053

No signature in PKCS7 data

5060
5061

Certificate or key incorrect
Signature failure

5062

Signature validation failure

5070
5071
5080
5081

Operation cancelled
Password incorrect
Unable to parse XML document
Specified tag name not found in XML

7706

XML signature value incorrect

7707
7711
7712
7713

Summary value specified by XML for
reference incorrect
XML signature specified by this ID not
found, ID incorrect or XML signature
does not exist
Error when parsing XML document
Document pointed by URI does not exist
or is null.
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Check that the certificate subject is consistent with
that of the specified one.
Apply for a certificate from the appropriate
certificate management center for E-Invoice
signature.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Use a certificate with the application of key as “for
signature.”
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Apply for a new certificate and have it validated.
Check that the signature data is correct and not
tampered with.
Check that the certificate format in the signature data
is correct.
Check that the signature value meets the PKCS7
format.
Check that the key format in the certificate is correct.
Check that the signature data format is correct.
Check that the PKCS7 signature value contains
signature data.
Check that the PKCS7 signature value contains
certificate.
Check that the PKCS7 signature value contains the
info of signature owner.
Check that the certificate and private key are a pair.
Check that the signature process is normal.
Check that the certificate format in the signature data
is correct.
Check that the operation process is correct.
Check that the password is correct.
Check that the XML format is correct.
Check that the tags specified in XML exist.
Check that the signature values in XML are correct
and not tampered with.
Check that the reference value in XML is correct and
not tampered with.
Check the ID code specified in the XML signature
data.
Check that the XML format is correct.
Check that the URI position specified in the XML
does exist.
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7716
9041

XML parameters incorrect
Invalid certificate status

9042

The certificate issuer is not in the
system’s trusted CA list.

9045

Certificate withdrawn

9046

Certificate suspended

9047

Certificate being withdrawn

9048

Certificate being suspended

9049

9057
9058

User account deleted
Too many log-in failures; user account
frozen
User account does not exist
Matching user data not found in
database
Certificate invalid
Certificate type invalid

9064

Certificate already exists

9050
9051
9055

66203

Signature text expired; refresh the page
for new signature text.
This account does not exist.

66501

Certificate expired or cancelled.

66503

Certificate status as withdrawn

66520

Certificate format incorrect

66522

Certificate signature incorrect

66710

PKCS7 format incorrect

66720

Signature text incorrect

66725

Corresponding key not found
This certificate is not registered to this
user ID.
This certificate has been registered to
another user ID.
The user does not register this
certificate.

9067

66801
66802
66803
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Check that the parameters in the XML are correct.
Check that the certificate status is correct.
Apply for a certificate from the appropriate
certificate management center for E-Invoice
signature.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Check that the user account is not deleted.
Check that the user account is not banned.
Check that the user account exists.
Check that the user account exists.
Check that the certificate format is correct.
Check that the certificate format is correct.
Check that this certificate is not previously
registered.
Log in again with the certificate.
Check that the user has registered a certificate.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Apply for a new certificate from the certificate
management center.
Check that the certificate format is correct.
Check that the signature value of the certificate is
correct.
Check that the signature value complies with
PKCS7format.
Check that the signature data is correct and not
tampered with.
Check that the certificate and private are a pair.
Check that the user has registered this certificate.
Check that the user did not register this certificate
repeatedly.
Check that the user has registered a certificate.
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2. Reference list for Turnkey functions, message codes and formats
V3.1 V3.0 V2.8(incl. 2.8.1, 2.9, 1.0.5)
MIG function

B2B allowance exchange

B2B invoice exchange

Invoice issuing

MIG no.*1

Remark

XML XML XML

Plain text Plain text
UTF8
BIG5

V2.7

V2.6(incl. 2.5)

XML

Plain text
UTF8

Plain
text
BIG5

XML

Plain
text
UTF8

Plain text
BIG5

A0101

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

A0102

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

A1101

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

A0201

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

A0202

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

Invoice rejection A0301

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

A0302

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

B0101

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

B0102

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

B1101

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

B0201

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

B0202

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

Invoice issuing
confirmation
Invoice issuing,
steel company
Invoice
cancellation
Invoice
cancellation
confirmation
Invoice rejection
confirmation
Allowance
issuing
Allowance
issuing
confirmation
Allowance
issuing, steel
company
Allowance
cancellation
Allowance
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cancellation
confirmation

B2B allowance
certificate

B2B invoice
certificate

Invoice issuing

A0401

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

A1401

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

A0501

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

Invoice rejection A0601

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v
v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

Invoice issuing,
steel company
Invoice
cancellation

Allowance
issuing

B0401 -3.0~ For v3.0 and later
B0301

For v2.8 and earlier

Allowance
issuing, steel
company

B1401

For v3.0

B1301

For v2.8 and earlier

Allowance
cancellation

B0501

For v3.0 and later

B0401-2.8

For v2.8 and earlier

C0401

B2C invoice certificate

Invoice issuing
A0401

Invoice
cancellation

C0501
A0501
C0601

Invoice rejection
A0601
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For v3.0 and later
and v1.0.5 B2C
physical channel
For v2.8 B2C
virtual channel
For v3.0 and later
and v1.0.5B2C
physical channel
For v2.8 B2C
virtual channel
For v3.0 and later
and v1.0.5 B2C
physical channel
For v2.8 B2C
virtual channel

v
v

v

v

v
v

v

v

v
v

v

v

v

v
v

v

v

v
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v

B2C allowance certificate

Invoice write-off C0701
D0401 -3.0
Allowance
issuing

D0301
B0301
D0501

For v3.0 and later

v

v
v

For v1.0.5 B2C
physical channel
For v2.8B2C virtual
channel
For v3.0 and later

v

v
v
v

v

v

v

v

v

v
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v

v

v

v

For v1.0.5 B2C
v
physical channel
For v2.8B2C virtual
B0401-2.8
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
channel
*1 When a MIG number has difference meanings in different versions of guide, the MIG number is attached with the
corresponding version.

Allowance
cancellation

v

D0401-2.8
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3. Turnkey data tables and fields
The following are the descriptions of data tables used in Turnkey and
their fields. Oracle is used as an example for patterns:
Form name
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Index

FROM_CONFIG

Field name
TRANSPORT_ID

Field name in English

Transport ID
TRANSPORT_PASSWOR
Transport Password
D
PARTY_ID
Sender tax ID number
PARTY_DESCRIPTION
ROUTING_ID

Sender Description
Rounting ID

ROUTING_DESCRIPTIO
Rounting Description
N
SIGN_ID
Sing ID
SUBSTITUTE_PARTY_I
Certificate Transmission
D

Form name in English
Pattern length
VARCHAR2(10)

Sender setting
information
Key

Remark

VARCHAR2(45)
VARCHAR2(10)NOT
NULL
VARCHAR2(200)

Not in use
PK

VARCHAR2(39)
VARCHAR2(200)
VARCHAR2(4)
VARCHAR2(10)

FROM_CONFIG_INDEX1(SUBSTITUTE_PARTY_ID);

Form name

TURNKEY_TRANSPORT_CONFIG Form name in English

Item

Field name

Field name in English

Pattern length

1

TRANSPORT_ID

Transport ID

VARCHAR2(10) NOT
NULL

2

TRANSPORT_PASSWOR Transport Password
D

Transport setting
information
Key

Remark

PK

VARCHAR2(60) NOT
NULL

Index

Form name

TURNKEY_USER_PROFILE

Form name in English

Item

Field name

Field name in English

Pattern length

1

USER_ID

User ID

VARCHAR2(10)NOT
NULL

2

USER_PASSWORD

User Password

VARCHAR2(100)NOT
NULL

3

USER_ROLE

User Role

VARCHAR2(2)

Turnkey user setting
Key Remark
PK

Index

Form name
Item

Field name
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Form name in English
Pattern length

Schedule setting
Key
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SCHEDULE_CONFIG

Form name in English

Task Name

VARCHAR2(30) NOT
NULL

Is Enable

VARCHAR2(1)

Schedule Type

VARCHAR2(10)

Schedule Week

VARCHAR2(15)

Schedule Time

VARCHAR2(50)

Schedule Period

VARCHAR2(10)

Schedule Range

VARCHAR2(15)

Form name

SIGN_CONFIG

Form name in English

Item

Field name

Field name in English

Pattern length

1

SIGN_ID

Certificate ID

VARCHAR2(4)

2

SIGN_TYPE

Certificate Type

VARCHAR2(10)

3

PFX_PATH

PFX Certificate Path

VARCHAR2(100)

4

SIGN_PASSWORD

Certificate Password

VARCHAR2(60)

Form name

TASK_CONFIG

Form name in English

Item

Field name

Field name in English

1

CATEGORY_TYPE

Category Type

Pattern length
VARCHAR2(5)

2
3
4
5
6
7

ENABLE
SCHEDULE_TYPE
SCHEDULE_WEEK
SCHEDULE_TIME
SCHEDULE_PERIOD
SCHEDULE_RANGE

Schedule setting
PK

Index

Certificate setting
Key

Remark

PK

Index

2

PROCESS_TYPE

Process Type

3

TASK

Task Name

4

SRC_PATH

Source Path

5

TARGET_PATH

Target Path

6

FILE_FORMAT

File Format

7

VERSION

Version

8

ENCODING

Encoding

9

TRANS_CHINESE_DATE Is Trans to Chinese date

Task Path setting
Key

VARCHAR2(10)

PK
PK

VARCHAR2(15)

PK

Remark
B2B/B2C
certificate/
exchange

VARCHAR2(200)
VARCHAR2(200)
VARCHAR2(20)

Xml/flatfile

VARCHAR2(5)
VARCHAR2(15)

Ms950/utf-8

VARCHAR2(1)

Index

Form name

TO_CONFIG

Form name in English

Item

Field name

Field name in English

Pattern length

1

PARTY_ID

Receiver tax ID number

2

PARTY_DESCRIPTION

Receiver Description

VARCHAR2(10)
VARCHAR2(200)
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Form name

TO_CONFIG

3

ROUTING_ID

Routing Code

4

ROUTING_DESCRIPTIO Routing Description
N

5

FROM_PARTY_ID

Sender Setting

Form name in English

Receiver Setting
Information

VARCHAR2(39)
VARCHAR2(200)
VARCHAR2(10)

PK

All set as 00000000
currently

Index

Form name
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Index

TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG

Field name
SEQNO

Field name in English
Message Sequence NO

SUBSEQNO

Message Sub Sequence
NO

UUID

Universally Unique
Identifier, UUID

MESSAGE_TYPE

Message Type

CATEGORY_TYPE

Category Type

PROCESS_TYPE

Process Type

FROM_PARTY_ID

Sender tax ID number

TO_PARTY_ID

Receiver tax ID number

MESSAGE_DTS

Message Date

CHARACTER_COUNT
STATUS

Character Count
Status

IN_OUT_BOUND

Sender/Receiver

FROM_ROUTING_ID
TO_ROUTING_ID

Sender Routing Code
Receiver Rounting Code

INVOICE_IDENTIFIER

Invoice Identifier

Form name in English

Message LOG

Pattern length
Key
VARCHAR2(8)
PK
NOT NULL
VARCHAR2(5) NOT
PK
NULL

Remark
Turnkey use No.
Turnkey use No.

VARCHAR2(40)
VARCHAR2(10)

i.e. A0101

VARCHAR2(5)

B2B/B2C

VARCHAR2(10)

Certificate or
exchange

VARCHAR2(10)
VARCHAR2(10)
VARCHAR2(17)
VARCHAR2(10)
VARCHAR2(5)
VARCHAR2(1)
VARCHAR2(39)
VARCHAR2(39)
VARCHAR2(30)

$MESSAGETYPE
$Invoice(allowance
) no.$date

TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_INDEX1 (MESSAGE_DTS)
TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_INDEX2 (UUID)

Form name

TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL Form name in English

Item

Field name

Field name in English

1

SEQNO

Message Sequence NO

2
3

SUBSEQNO
PROCESS_DTS
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Message Sub Sequence NO
Process Date

Pattern length
VARCHAR2(8)
VARCHAR2(5)

Message LOG
Detail
Key

Remark

PK
PK

VARCHAR2(17)
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TURNKEY_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL Form name in English

TASK

Task Name

VARCHAR2(30)

STATUS

Status

6

FILENAME

File Path

7

UUID

Universally Unique Identifier,
UUID

Index

TK_MESSAGE_LOG_DETAIL_INDEX1 (FILENAME)

TURNKEY_SEQUENCE

Item

Field name

Field name in English

1

SEQUENCE

Message Sequence

Index

TURNKEY_SEQUENCE_PK1 (SEQUENCE)

Form name
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Index

Field name
EVENTDTS
PARTY_ID
SEQNO
SUBSEQNO
ERRORCODE
UUID
INFORMATION1
INFORMATION2
INFORMATION3
MESSAGE1

PK

VARCHAR2(5)

5

Form name

Message LOG
Detail

TURNKEY_SYSEVENT_LOG
Field name in English
Event Date
Sender ID
Sequence
Sub Sequence
Error Code
Universally Unique Identifier,
UUID
Module Name
Program Name
Function Name

VARCHAR2(300)
VARCHAR2(40)

Form name in English
Pattern length
VARCHAR2(8)

Turnkey Sequence
Key

Remark

PK

Form name in English

System Event LOG

Pattern length
Key
VARCHAR2(17)NOT
PK
NULL
VARCHAR2(10)

Remark

VARCHAR2(8)
VARCHAR2(5)
VARCHAR2(4)
VARCHAR2(40)
VARCHAR2(100)
VARCHAR2(100)
VARCHAR2(100)
VARCHAR2(100)

MESSAGE2

Message
Message

MESSAGE3

Message

VARCHAR2(100)

MESSAGE4

Message

VARCHAR2(100)

MESSAGE5

Message

VARCHAR2(100)

MESSAGE6

Message

VARCHAR2(100)

VARCHAR2(100)

TURNKEY_SYSEVENT_LOG_INDEX1 (SEQNO, SUBSEQNO)
TURNKEY_SYSEVENT_LOG_INDEX1 (UUID)
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4. Turnkey monitoring functions and descriptions
With the update to 1.2.9, the Turnkey client end is provided with a new
function that monitors whether Turnkey is working as it should, as described
below:
Windows environment:
Step 1: The EINVTurnkeyMonitor.bat is located in the installation directory
after the update to 1.2.9. Double-click left mouse button to run and the
monitoring management page will appear, as shown below.
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Step 2: click on “Add” to add new monitoring parameters described below.
◼ AP name: the user is allowed to name the Turnkey operation
(EINVTurnkey in the example).
◼ Path of the file to be monitored: define the file in the directory in
which the Turnkey is installed: EINVTurnkey.log. As Turnkey is run,
the current time in this file will be updated constantly and the
monitoring program determines whether Turnkey is running normally
by examining this time. The name of this file is defined in the Turnkey
code field by going to “System environment settings” > “Notification
settings” in Turnkey.
◼ Status file path: this is the Monitor log file. The filename is
user-definable. The monitoring program writes the current status of
Turnkey in this file (MonitorStatus.txt in this example) on a regular
basis.
This status file contains the following contents:
◆ Turnkey has stopped
EINVTurnkey,Thu Nov 24 16:24:25 CST 2011,dead
◆ Turnkey is running
EINVTurnkey,Thu Nov 24 16:24:25 CST 2011,alive
◼ Monitoring interval: this is the interval between the checks that
Turnkey is running normally (6 minutes min.)
◼ Notification setting - overtime notification: this indicates how long
before a notification is issued when Turnkey is found dead (6 minutes
min.)
◼ Notification setting - interval between messages: this is the interval
between messages sent when Turnkey is found dead (11 minutes min.)
The following profile contains the settings for the email account used,
subject and content of mail. Click on OK to save the profile as all settings
are defined. All of the settings above are shown below.
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Step 3: at the end of Step 2, all of the settings just defined are presented in
the monitoring management page. Click on “Start” to start monitoring the
Turnkey. An email message will be sent, as shown below, when the Turnkey
monitored is found dead.
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Linux environment:
As the Turnkey is updated to 1.2.9 in Linux, the monitoring program will read
the profile MonitorConfig.xml in /EINVTurnkey1.2.9/monitorBin/conf/. the
format of this file comes from MonitorConfig.template.xml. Therefore, this file
is copies to generate the MonitorConfig.xml. The following example describes
how the profile is generated.
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Step 1: go to the directory where MonitorConfig.template.xml is located; the
command is:
#cd /installation directory/EINVTurnkey1.2.9/monitorBin/conf/
(It is #cd /mnt/disk3/EINVTurnkey1.2.9/monitorBin/conf/ in this example).
Next, copy the profile content format and rename it, as shown in the figures
below. The command is:
#cp MonitorConfig.template.xml MonitorConfig.xml
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Step 3: after Step 2, the profile MonitorConfig.xml generated is located in
/EINVTurnkey1.2.9/monitorBin/conf/. Next, go to the execution directory
/EINVTurnkey1.2.9. In console, run EINVTurnkeyMonitor.sct to start
monitoring management with the following command:
#cd /installation directory/EINVTurnkey1.2.9/
#./EINVTurnkeyMonitor.sct
Exit the monitoring management page after execution, and the rest is the same
as for Windows. Refer to Windows settings as shown below.
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5. Turnkey Q&A
(1)

Turnkey environment

１. Do I need a user account and password for Turnkey
transmission?
To upload E-Invoices with Turnkey, the user has to submit an
application to the E-Invoice Platform and fill out the “E-Invoice Platform
Service Application Form.” Once approved, the Platform will provide a user
account and corresponding password for data transmission.
２. What type of database is acceptable for Turnkey?
JDBC connection is required. UTF-8 is used for database coding. The
following databases are acceptable:
◼ PostgreSQL 8 or higher
◼ ORACLE 9 or higher
◼ MYSQL5 or higher
◼ MSSQL
◼ Internal file system
３. How do I estimate the size of database?
In general, 6 pieces of data are generated for every invoice, and
therefore the size is estimated based on the quantity of transmission.
Space occupied by logs: a piece of data takes approximately 400 bytes.
The data generated is around 2K. You may estimate the required space based
on quantity per day/period.
Once the system is online, the “Keep only failure details in logs”
function in “System management > System environment settings” may be
used to reduce the quantity of logs in database down to 1/5 of that required
at the beginning.
４. How do I choose the host?
◼ Consider how many data a business entity has to transmit.
◼ The file conversion is at the rate of 1000 pieces/minute (evaluated
based on X86 server level)
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◼ 3GB or more of memory is required; 4GB recommended if the database
is on the same host.
◼ Hard drive: based on 10K/message, 1000 pieces of data require 40MB
storage space.
◼ If database is included, 60MB of space is required.
５. How do I choose a database?
The database used for Turnkey is selected based on the its
characteristics.
(１) ORACLE:
✓ Accommodates a substantial quantity of data but at a higher
cost;
✓ Suitable for large business entities;
✓ More than 500,000 pieces of data every day;
✓ Database partition function is recommended to shorten the file
clearing time;
✓ DBA is required for management.
(２) MSSQL:
✓ Acceptable performance at a medium cost;
✓ Suitable for medium-sized business entities;
✓ More than 10,000 pieces of data every day;
✓ DBA is required for management.
(３) MYSQL/Postgres:
✓ Free software but with stripped-down performance;
✓ Not for users with large quantity of messages;
✓ Typical business entities with 10,000 pieces of data per day or
fewer;
✓ Management by file clearing on a regular basis.
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(４) Internal file system
✓ No need for integration with any external application;
✓ Users do not access the contents of database directly and learn
uploading status through Turnkey.
✓ Management by file clearing on a regular basis.
６. How do I delete the historic records of previous invoice
uploading and downloading in Turnkey?
◼ The file clearing can be done by scheduling, and the backup files
generated during invoice processing will be removed as well. The scope
of clearing (files of how many days old to be cleared) is defined in
“days of data retention” in “System management > System environment
settings.”
◼ Alternatively, the clearing can be done manually in Tools > Clearing
settings.
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７. Do I need to apply for a new certificate?
◼ There is no need to apply for a new certificate if you still have a valid
certificate and keep the certificate file in its original PFX format.
◼ However, you do have to apply for a new certificate if the old one
expires. You will have to register the new one with the Platform when it
is approved, so that it becomes valid.
８. How do I set up the Turnkey firewall?
◼ The business entity shall provide the upload IP used in the test and
official environments in the application form.
◼ According to the IP provided in the application form, the center end
will activate Ports 2222 and 443.
◼ Ports 2222 and 443 have to be activated at the business entity end as
well.
(2)

Turnkey installation configuration

１. Configuration issue between DB and Turnkey?
The DB port has to be activated between DB and Turnkey. Port 5432 is
used for PostgreSQL. The internal firewall settings have to be activated
as well.
２. How do I install Turnkey table Schema in DB?
Once unzipped, the installation package contains a directory
DBSchema that contains the DDL script required to run on different
databases. Execute this script in the DB to be used to establish the table
tables used by Turnkey.
３. How do I apply for the software certificate PFX file for Turnkey?
To apply for software certificate PFX file, please refer to “21. Software
Certificate” in Chapter “V. Screen Operations” of this Manual.
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４. How do I import the certificate settings to Turnkey?

Define the certificate management code, password and certificate type in System
management in Turnkey. Define the certificate path if the certificate type is PFX.
Click on OK to validate the certificate password. If the password checks out, the
certificate setting is successful.
(3)

Use the Turnkey

１. As I started Turnkey, it showed update failure during the program
version check.
Check that the environment / security settings are correct; for example,
is the firewall port activated? If not, this error message will be generated (the
ports 2222 and 443 have to be activated).
(Since the connection to gw.einvoice.nat.gov.tw is required to search for
any new version with Web Service.)
２. Certificate validation failure during uploading
When the error code E0301 Signature validation failure shows up,
please call customer service for the assistance in certificate importing.
３. How do I know the E-Invoice files I sent are processed?
◼ Refer to “IV.5 E-Invoice file transmission” of this Manual.
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◼ Click on Download immediately after uploading, and the process result
of successful uploading will be downloaded to the client end. The
processing result file downloaded is in the directory
Unpack\BAK\ProcessResult and sorted subdirectories by date and time.
For more details, see “VII. Uploading status inquiry” of this Manual.

４. What should I do with an error message occurring during
uploading?
See “IX.1 Error message codes and remedies” of this Manual.

6. How to use Turnkey gateway elements
Turnkey provides gateway elements to allow business entities to
convert invoice data into XML format of MIG. The format of business
entity’s invoice data, no matter it is txt, csv or corresponding fields in
database, can be converted into XML format of MIG by calling gateway api.
The gateway elements are placed in lib under Turnkey installation
directory in the name ”cht-gateway-einv-latest version.jar.” The
“cht-gateway-einv lib” covers xsd, message parse, message format
validation, signature and transmission defined in MIG.
(1) xsd to be observed for XML developed for MIG
The xsd rules are based on version in the xsd package. The latest version of
the Platform is v31.
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(2) Element functions
The Turnkey end will perform version conversion, check, signature and
uploading for clients, and it is this element that provides these functions. The
programs of these functions, com.tradevan.gateway.client.einv.*, are described
below.
１. com.tradevan.gateway.einv.msg
Stored in this package are the beans for each type of message of different
version. When an invoice is parsed and comes in, it will be saved in these
objects for version conversion or other tasks.

２. com.tradevan.gateway.client.einv.parser
While using Turnkey, the invoice string entered can be converted into an
EINVMessage object through unmarshalFromXML() or
unmarshalFromFlatFile(). This is when version conversion is performed as
required. For output, marshalToXML() is called to restore the output string.
//EX:marshal and unmarshal method
public String marshalToXML(EINVMessage msg) throws ParserException{…}
public String marshalToFlatFile(EINVPayload msg, EncodingType encoding){…}
public EINVMessage unmarshalFromXML(String payload, String version,
Stringformat) throws ParserException{…}
public List<EINVPayload>unmarshalFromFlatFile(String payload, Class<?
extends EINVPayload> clazz) throws ParserException {…}
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３. com.tradevan.gateway.client.einv.validate
validate provides the function to check that the invoice format is correct or
not. All versions of invoices are converted to v31 xml format before format
validation. First, the validation of xsd requirements is performed during the
validation using the package of rt.jar javax.xml.validation in JRE, followed by
the validator that we developed in-house. This validator includes logic
judgments between fields, which compensates the xsd validation.
The validation methods provided in ValidateHelper are: validateMessage(),
validateXML() and validateEnvelope().

//Methods provided by ValidateHelper
public ValidateResult validateXML(String payload, Class<? extends
EINVMessage> clazz){…}
public ValidateResult validateMessage(EINVMessage msg) {…}
public List<ValidateResult>validateEnvelope(String payload, String
msgFormat){…}
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(3) Example of invoice data conversion into MIG format
The following is an example of how an business entity converts invoice
data format into XML format of MIG. The format of business entity’s
invoice data, no matter it is txt, csv or corresponding fields in database, can
be converted into XML format of MIG by calling gateway api. The
example is presented below.
// Perform according to the invoice source format
EINVPayload payLoad =

genC0401Invoice("invoice alphabetic letters", 123456,

"20170801", "sender’s tax ID number", "receiver’s tax ID number",
InvoiceTypeEnum.SixGeneralTaxType, "carrier type","carrier id1", "carrier
id2");

// convert the message to the latest version (not needed for v31)
EINVPayload latest = transformHelper.transformToNewestVersion(payLoad);
String xml = helper.marshalToXML(latest);

//validate xml format
ValidateResult validateResult = validateHelper.validateXML(xml,
latest.getClass());
if (ValidateConstant.SUCESS[0] != validateResult.getErrorCode()) {
// Validation failed; processing
} else {
//write xml file
}

7. Prevent missed uploads through ProcessResult and SummaryResult
check mechanism
ProcessRsult is the reply file downloaded by business entity through the
Turnkey download platform as the center end transmits the results to the FTP
of business entity via the center’s certificate signature according to the
process status after invoices are uploaded. As this file is decrypted by the
Turnkey, a text file will be placed in “Unpack\BAK\ProcessResult” and
sorted by the current date and time.
SummaryResult is the reply file downloaded by business entity through
the Turnkey download platform as the quantity statistics of the invoices
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uploaded in the previous day and the processing result of every piece of data
are generated depending on the receivers of data uploaded and exchanged by
every Turnkey user. As this file is decrypted by the Turnkey, a text file will
be placed in Unpack\BAK\SummaryResult and sorted by the current date
and time.
The processing result detail file of SummaryResult consists of
RoutingInfo and DetailLst, as shown below.

RoutingInfo
DetailList

The RoutingInfo contains the tax ID numbers and routing codes of both
the sender and receiver; the DetailList consists of multiple Messages, and a
Message contains Info and ResultType. Every Message represents an upload
packet where Message > Info > Id corresponds to MessageInfo > Id of
ProcessResult, as shown below.
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The ResultType contains the the number of all the invoices uploaded,
invoice numbers, and the numbers of successes and failures in the packet.
The “Total” contains the number of invoices uploaded and the information of
of all invoices uploaded, “Good” contains the number of successes and the
information of of invoices uploaded successfully, and “Failed” indicates the
number of successes and the information of of invoices failed to be uploaded,
as shown below.

Total
Good
Failed
The process that a business entity compares the SummaryResult invoice
uploading result:
1. Check every day that the number in the Final file of
SummaryResult is the same as the total number of invoices
uploaded through Turnkey;
2. Check every day that the actual numbers of uploads of <Total>,
<Good> and <Failed> in SummaryResult (results of all uploads in
the previous day) are the same as the actual numbers of uploads;
3. Investigate the cause of error when SummaryResult contains
<Failed> data, and identify the ID of corresponding ProcessResult
in <Message><Info>;
4. Locate the file with the same filename of the same ProcessResult Id
and the extension of ProcessResult in the ProcessResult directory.
5. Open the ProcessResult file and check the message in <Result>, i.e.
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error code, error cause, tax ID number and invoice date;
6. Correct the invoices with error and upload again.
Or, refer to the “Inspection mechanism for Turnkey to check missed uploads”
document of the Platform.

8. Manually Upgrade
Rename the folder of old version Turnkey before install new version, and
install the new version under the same working directrory of old version in
order to prevent redo all settings such as upload/downlowd directory, etc.
The profiles of Turnkey are located in /bin/conf at its installation position.
They contain mostly the information of database connection parameter files,
system configuration and message notification settings established when
configuring the Turnkey environment. In addition, if a software certificate is
used when a user installs a certificate file in Turnkey, a copy of the software
certificate file will be saved into /cert.
✓ /bin/conf/logging.xml
✓ /bin/conf/notification.xml
✓ /bin/conf/einvTurnkeyConfig.xml
✓ /bin/conf/xdao_template.xml
✓ /bin/conf/xdao.xml
✓ /bin/conf/einvUserConfig.xml
✓ /cert/xxxxx.pfx
Use internal file system as database, move 2 files bellow to new version
of Turnkey.
✓ /innerfs/EINVTurnkey.h2.db
✓ /innerfs/EINVTurnkey.trace.db
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